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Understanding, Evaluating, and Improving the 
Availability of BFT Protocols 

Atul Singh 

Abstract 

We live in an increasingly digital world where many critical services such as healthcare, 

financial services, and transportation are accessed over the Internet. These services 

must run correctly and continuously despite faults—deviations can lead to the loss of 

money, sensitive information, and even human life. 

Most commercial systems only tolerate benign faults, where a faulty component 

stops participating in the system as soon as it fails. However, these services also expe

rience arbitrary (Byzantine) faults, for example software bugs, hardware faults, mis-

configurations, and malicious attacks. Byzantine Fault-Tolerance (BFT) is a promis

ing technique for tolerating such a wide range of faults because no assumptions are 

made about the nature of the fault. However, successfully deploying BFT techniques 

in general-purpose distributed systems requires us to address many challenges. 

First, BFT protocols are complex and their performance characteristics in real

istic operating conditions are not well understood. Moreover, the implementations 

of these protocols have been independently developed using different operating sys-



tems, languages, and workloads, making a fair comparison among them difficult. We 

present BFTSim, a simulation tool that simplifies the construction of BFT protocols 

and enables a comprehensive evaluation of these protocols in a wide range of realistic 

operating conditions. 

Second, many e-commerce services favor high availability over consistency. In 

these services, it is acceptable for a read operation to return a potentially stale value 

to ensure responsiveness. However, existing BFT techniques can not be directly 

applied in these systems because they favor strong consistency guarantees over avail

ability. For example, a read always returns the result of the latest write operation 

and otherwise the read operation blocks. To bridge this gap, we present Zeno, a 

novel BFT protocol that provides a weak consistency guarantee to achieve higher 

availability. 

The contributions made by this thesis are important steps towards enabling the 

widespread adoption of BFT techniques in general-purpose distributed systems. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Today millions of people use distributed systems to access critical services such as 

healthcare, financial services, transportation, and email. These services must run 

correctly—deviations can lead to the loss of money, sensitive information, and even 

human life. Designing correct distributed systems is difficult because these systems 

are composed of a large number of components that interact—as well as fail—in 

complex ways. In practice, distributed systems fail for many reasons, such as pro

grammer errors, hardware failures, network failures, emergent (mis-) behavior, denial-

of-service attacks, and compromise by malicious adversaries. Making distributed sys

tems dependable in the presence of such a variety of failures requires a combination 

of techniques, for example verifying implementations for correctness, and detecting 

and tolerating failures. This thesis focuses on one aspect of dependability—tolerating 

complex faults. 

Replication is a well known approach for tolerating faults and is widely used in 

commercial systems. For example, Google.com stores its search index data in the 

Google File System [34], which uses 3-way replication; the Amazon.com's shopping 

cart service creates three replicas of the user's cart [29]; and Yahoo.com's Zookeeper 

coordination service maintains multiple replicas to mask failures [5]. In the replication 

http://Google.com
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approach, the service is replicated on multiple machines. Replication provides fault 

tolerance: when some of the replica machines fail, the remaining replicas can still 

provide correct service to the clients. Many replication protocols exist and their 

design is intimately tied to the type of faults that are likely to occur and tolerated 

by the protocol. 

1.1 Fault Models 

Informally, a benign fault model [10,35,77] assumes that a component fails by stopping 

to execute steps of the algorithm. An example of a benign fault is when a component 

crashes and stops. Paxos [55] is a well known replication protocol that tolerates 

benign faults. A replication factor of (2 / + 1) is needed to tolerate / benign faults. 

A Byzantine fault model [56], on the other hand, does not assume anything about 

the nature of a fault. Therefore, it can capture a wide range of faults such as software 

bugs, hardware faults, misconfigurations, crash faults, and malicious attacks. Existing 

replication protocols that tolerate Byzantine faults require at least 3 / + 1 replicas1. 

Note that the degree of replication required for masking Byzantine faults is higher 

than for the benign fault model—this is expected since the Byzantine fault model can 

handle a larger class of faults than the benign fault model. PBFT [20] is an example 

of a replication protocol that tolerates Byzantine faults. 

1Some require 5 / + 1 replicas and these protocols provide a slightly different performance/cost 

tradeoff. More details appear in Chapter 2. 
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1.2 Limitations of the Benign Fault Model 

Even though the Byzantine fault model is widely accepted as a powerful model to 

capture a wide range of faults, most replication protocols that are in use today, such 

as in GFS, ZooKeeper, and Dynamo, are based on the benign fault model. The main 

reason behind this choice is that, since these services run in the trusted environment 

of the provider, Byzantine faults such as security attacks by adversaries are assumed 

to not occur [29,34]. Nonetheless, these services sometimes experience Byzantine 

faults. Below we cite a few such incidents. 

1. Recently, Amazon's S3 storage service was unavailable for several hours. The 

official description of the problem states that some of the messages gossiped 

among servers "had a single bit corrupted such that the message was still intel

ligible, but the system state information was incorrect" [3]. 

2. An outage also recently affected Google's App Engine. Again, the description 

provided by the service providers is not very precise, but mentions that a per

centage of the requests were returning errors, and that this was "the result 

of a bug in our datastore servers and was triggered by a particular class of 

queries" [37]. 

3. In a recent multi-day outage at the Netflix DVD mail-rental service, a "database 

corruption event in [the] shipping system" started spreading to peripheral 

databases until "[the] shipping system went down." Careful forensics indicated 
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that "a key faulty hardware component [...] caused the problem yet reported 

no detectable errors." [67]. 

4. A recent study of bug reports of many database software packages found that 

more than half of all errors lead to incorrect results without a crash [86] (match

ing the Netflix event above). 

5. Errors in file system code frequently result in latent data loss [90]; disk drivers 

may silently corrupt data [34] and disk firmware or driver errors may store disk 

blocks at locations different than intended [13,15,34]. 

These incidents indicate that if proper mechanisms are not deployed to handle 

Byzantine faults, the correctness and availability of computing services can be com

promised. 

1.3 Byzantine Fault Tolerance 

All of the above-mentioned fault incidents are captured by the Byzantine fault model 

since the model makes no assumptions about the nature of a fault. Byzantine Fault-

Tolerant (BFT) protocols for replicated systems have received considerable attention 

in the systems research community. Much of the attraction to BFT protocols stems 

from the combination of a simple programming interface with provable correctness 

properties under a strong adversarial model. All a programmer needs to do is write 

her server application as a sequential, misbehavior-oblivious state machine; available 
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BFT protocols can replicate such application state machines across a population of 

replica servers. A BFT protocol guarantees safety and liveness properties even in 

the face of a bounded number of arbitrarily faulty (Byzantine) replicas among them. 

The safety property ensures that requests are executed sequentially under a single 

schedule consistent with the order seen by clients. The liveness property ensures that 

all requests from correct clients are eventually executed. 

Typically, a BFT protocol replicates a service at 3 / + 1 or 5 / + 1 total replicas 

to tolerate / faulty replicas. Replicas participate in a consensus protocol to order 

requests, execute the requests in the agreed-upon order, and then send the response 

to the client. In the last decade, a lot of progress has been made by the academic 

community in making these protocols practical [7,21,25], and the research community 

has built many applications, including replicated file systems [20], backup [8], and 

block stores [42]. 

Due to their attractive properties, BFT techniques have found practical deploy

ment in mission-critical embedded systems [44,46,79]. However, BFT techniques have 

not yet seen widespread adoption in general-purpose distributed systems. 

1.4 Challenges in Deploying BFT Techniques 

To successfully deploy BFT techniques in general-purpose distributed systems, many 

challenges must be addressed. Below, we list some of these challenges and briefly 

describe the recent proposals made by the research community to address these chal-
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lenges. 

1. High overhead. BFT protocols are generally perceived to have high cost and 

low performance. For example, BFT protocols require (i) 3 / + 1 total hardware 

replicas compared to 2 / + 1 replicas required for benign-fault tolerant protocols, 

(ii) multiple communication rounds among replicas that increases the response 

latency, and (iii) cryptographic primitives that are computationally expensive 

and limit the throughput. 

Proposal 1: Yin et al. [91] proposed separating agreement from execution to 

reduce the number of execution replicas from 3 / + 1 to 2 / + 1, identical to 

the required number of replicas for benign-fault tolerant protocols. Recently, 

ZZ [89] reduced the execution replicas further, down to / + 1. 

Proposal 2: Zyzzyva [51] uses speculation to reduce the communication and 

cryptographic overheads to the theoretical minimum and achieve performance 

within 30% of an unreplicated service. 

Proposal 3: Wester et al. [88] use client side speculation to reduce the latency 

of requests when replicas are distributed in a wide-area network with large 

inter-replica delays. 

2. High complexity. BFT protocols are complex protocols because they need to 

mask arbitrary behavior of a faulty component. Furthermore, to improve the 

performance, many optimizations have been proposed that significantly increase 

the complexity of these protocols. For example, additional replica-to-replica 
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communication rounds must be introduced in the MAC version of each protocol, 

which in turn increases the number of corner cases in the implementation. 

Proposal: Rachid et al. [39] proposed a methodology to construct BFT protocols 

from a set of basic building blocks with the goal of simplifying the construction 

as well as reasoning about such protocols. 

3. No correctness guarantee if more than f faults occur. Traditional BFT protocols 

provide a correctness guarantee as long as the number of simultaneous faults 

are bounded by / . However, no correctness guarantee is provided once more 

than / replicas fail. This is a fundamental limitation and makes it challenging 

to use BFT techniques: a practitioner must correctly anticipate the maximum 

number of simultaneous faults that are likely to occur in the service. This is 

difficult in general. 

Proposal 1: Castro and Liskoy [21] present a proactive recovery technique where 

replicas are periodically rebooted from a correct start state to ensure that, with 

high probability, no more than / replicas fail in a long running system. 

Proposal 2: BFT2f [58] enables graceful degradation of the correctness property 

by providing weaker consistency guarantees when more than / replicas fail 

simultaneously. 

Proposal 3: A2M [22] further improves on these solutions by using simple trusted 

primitives to provide both correctness and liveness even when more than / 

replicas fail simultaneously. 
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4. Lack of performance evaluation under Byzantine faults. While BFT protocols 

tolerate Byzantine faults and maintain their safety guarantees, it is unclear 

how performance metrics, such as throughput and latency, are affected in the 

presence of Byzantine failures. 

Proposal: Recently, Alvisi et al. [23] show how to design and build BFT protocols 

that achieve robust performance even in the presence of Byzantine failures. 

5. Lack of performance evaluation in realistic conditions. About a dozen BFT 

protocols have been proposed in the last decade, but they primarily focus on 

improving performance in ideal conditions such as zero latency, gigabit band

width, zero packet loss, and no faults. However, we still lack an understanding 

of the performance of BFT protocols in realistic operating conditions such as 

high network delay, low bandwidth, frequent packet loss, and benign faults. 

Additionally, the available implementations of these protocols use different lan

guage primitives, cryptographic libraries, and transport protocols, which makes 

it difficult to compare the protocols fairly. 

6. Prioritization of Consistency over Availability. It is well known that a repli

cated system that is subject to network partitions cannot simultaneously achieve 

strong consistency and high availability [17]. Many services, such as Amazon 

and Yahoo, relax the consistency guarantees because they prefer high availabil

ity. Even though these services experience Byzantine faults, traditional BFT 

techniques cannot be directly used because these protocols strive for strong 
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consistency guarantees and become unavailable if such consistency guarantees 

cannot be met. 

1.5 Contributions 

This thesis makes the following contributions: 

1. We present BFTSim, a simulation framework that couples a high-level protocol 

specification language and execution system with a computation-aware network 

simulator that captures the timing characteristics of CPU-intensive functions, 

for example functions to calculate digital signatures. A declarative language 

allows us to capture the salient points of each protocol without drowning in the 

details of particular thread packages, cryptographic primitive implementations, 

and messaging modules. Network simulation enables us to explore a range of 

network conditions that typical testbeds cannot easily address. Using this plat

form, we implemented from scratch three BFT protocols (PBFT [20], Q/U [7] 

and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 [51]) and showed that BFTSim can faithfully predict the 

performance characteristics of native implementations. 

Using BFTSim we evaluated these three protocols in previously unexplored con

ditions, for example under constrained bandwidth and higher latency condi

tions. BFTSim enables quick exploration of the design space by easily answering 

"what-if" questions. Such exploration of the design space has allowed us to 

identify new optimizations that were later validated by other researchers, for 
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example reduced message size for Q/U to improve performance [39]. BFTSim 

also makes it easier to evaluate the performance under faults. For example, we 

show that faulty retransmission timers at the clients can significantly degrade 

the performance of all three BFT protocols. Overall, our results show that 

there is no single protocol that is superior under all conditions, suggesting that 

a 'one-size-fits all' protocol is hard to design and build. 

2. BFTSim is a first step towards simplifying and reducing the complexity of pro

totyping BFT protocols since a programmer focuses on the core algorithmic 

features given its high level language. We showed that each of the three proto

cols can be specified in less than 200 rules, compared to more than 10,000 lines 

of code required for existing implementations. 

3. We present Zeno, a new BFT replication protocol that provides a weak consis

tency guarantee to enable services that achieve robustness to Byzantine faults 

without compromising their stringent availability requirements. In particular, 

Zeno provides eventual consistency semantics [31], which intuitively means that 

different clients can be unaware of the effects of each other's operations, e.g., 

during a network partition, but operations are never lost. Once enough con

nectivity is re-established, operations will eventually appear in a linear history 

of the service—corresponding to the abstraction of a single, correct, sequential 

server. Evaluations of our prototype implementation suggests that Zeno pro

vides better availability compared to traditional BFT protocols and the cost of 
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1.6 Thesis Outline 

We start by providing background on BFT protocols in Chapter 2 and present related 

work in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we present the design and implementation of BFTSim 

as well as an evaluation of BFT protocols in a wide range of conditions. In Chapter 5, 

we present the design of the PKI-based Zeno protocol that relaxes the consistency 

guarantees to provide higher availability. Chapter 6 describes the MAC-based Zeno 

and we present the evaluation of the MAC-based Zeno protocol in Chapter 7. We 

conclude with future work in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 

Byzantine Fault Tolerant State Machine 
Replication 

We start with a brief overview of the generic state machine replication approach 

and then provide detailed background on the Byzantine fault tolerant state machine 

protocols. 

2.1 State Machine Replication 

State machine replication is a general approach to building reliable distributed sys

tems [78] and can be used to tolerate both benign as well as Byzantine faults. In this 

approach, the service is modeled as a deterministic state machine where every state 

of the service is uniquely determined by the previous state and the action performed 

on that state. Any service performing arbitrary computations can use the state ma

chine replication approach as long as the service operations are deterministic. It is 

also possible to make the effect of certain common non-deterministic operations not 

externally visible and therefore deterministic for the purposes of this approach [20]. 

The replicated service is implemented on n physical computers, each called a 

replica. The clients, as well as the service replicas, reside on machines and are con

nected by an asynchronous network. The network may delay, duplicate, drop, or 
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deliver messages out of order. The client sends the request to the service replicas and 

awaits the response. Replica machines participate in a consensus protocol to agree on 

the ordering of the requests. Once the ordering is determined, each replica executes 

the request in the determined order and sends a reply to the client. The client then 

obtains the responses. 

Much of the attraction of the state machine replication approach stems from the 

combination of a simple programming interface with provable correctness proper

ties. All a programmer needs to do is write her server application as a sequential, 

misbehavior-oblivious state machine. 

2.2 Byzantine Fault Tolerant State Machine Replication 

In this thesis, we focus on state machine replication approaches designed to tolerate 

Byzantine faults. Byzantine fault tolerant replication protocols rely on public-key 

(PK) digital signatures to authenticate the messages sent by other nodes in the sys

tem. To reduce the overhead of expensive public-key digital signatures, non-PK vari

ants of these protocols also exist that replace the digital signatures with symmetric 

MACs (message authentication codes). 

A Byzantine fault model allows a faulty node to behave arbitrarily because no 

assumptions are made about the nature of the fault. Moreover, this model allows 

for a strong adversary that can control the network or collude with faulty clients as 

well as faulty replicas to cause the maximal damage. However, we assume that a 
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faulty node is computationally bounded so that it can not subvert the cryptographic 

primitives. 

2.2.1 Service P rope r t i e s 

A Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) protocol guarantees safety and liveness properties 

as long as the number of replicas that are simultaneously faulty is bounded by [̂ ŷ -J • 

The safety property ensures that requests are executed sequentially under a single 

schedule consistent with the order seen by clients. 

The liveness property ensures that all requests from correct clients are eventually 

executed. Given that consensus is impossible to implement in an asynchronous net

work [32], no BFT protocol can provide both safety and liveness in an asynchronous 

network. Therefore, existing BFT protocols provide liveness only when the network 

is well behaved. Informally, a network is said to be well behaved when delivery of 

messages between any two correct machines, either clients or replicas, is guaranteed 

to occur within a fixed (but potentially unknown) time bound [91]. 

A Byzantine fault tolerant protocol guarantees safety even in the presence of an 

arbitrary number of Byzantine faulty clients as long as the number of faulty replicas 

does not exceed / . However, to limit the damage done by faulty clients, access control 

mechanisms must be used before a client can invoke operations on the state machine. 

For example, a faulty client must not be able to corrupt the data of a non-faulty 

client even though it can corrupt or delete its own private data. 
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2.2.2 Practical B F T Protocols 

Over the last decade, substantial progress has been made by the research commu

nity in making BFT state machine replication techniques practical. There are three 

classes of BFT state machine replication protocols: (a) agreement-based protocols, 

(b) quorum-based protocols, and (c) hybrid protocols. We present PBFT by Castro 

and Liskoy [20] as an example of an agreement-based protocol, Q/U by Abd-El Malek 

et al. [7] as a representative quorum-based protocol, and Zyzzyva and Zyzzyva5 by 

Kotla et al. [51] as a recent hybrid BFT protocol. 

At a high level, all three classes of protocols share the basic objective of assigning 

each client request a unique order in the global service history, and executing it in 

that order. Each of the protocol types achieves high performance by focussing on a 

specific expected common scenario, e.g., expected failures, latency distribution, and 

workload characteristics. As a consequence, each is optimized in a different way. For 

example, quorum-based protocols require more replicas but provide better response 

latency compared to agreement-based protocols, since they require a lower number of 

communication rounds among replicas to execute requests. However, for applications 

that have significant write contention in the workload (due to sharing of application 

state among clients), the quorum-based protocols provide lower throughput than 

agreement-based protocols. 
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Figure 2.1 : A high-level view of PBFT, Q/U, and Zyzzyya/Zyzzyva5. 
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Agreement-based Protocols Agreement-based protocols such as PBFT, when 

faced with a new request, first have the replicas communicate with each other to 

agree on the sequence number of the request and, when agreed, execute that request 

after they have executed all preceding requests in that order. 

PBFT has a three-phase agreement protocol among replicas before it executes 

a request. PBFT requires 3 / + 1 replicas to tolerate / faulty replicas. A client 

broadcasts its request to all replicas. One replica is designated as the primary replica 

and others are called backups. The primary replica assigns the request a sequence 

number and broadcasts that assignment to the replica population in a PREPREPARE 

message. A backup that receives such an assignment acknowledges it and synchronizes 

with all other replicas on this assignment by broadcasting a PREPARE message to the 

population. As soon as a replica has received a quorum of 2 / + 1 PREPARE messages, it 

promises to commit the request at that sequence number by broadcasting a COMMIT 

message. When a replica has seen a quorum of 2 / + 1 such promises for the same 

request and sequence number, it finally accepts that assignment and executes the 

request in its local state after it has executed all other requests with lower sequence 

number, sending a REPLY message to the client with the result. A client accepts the 

result if / + 1 replicas send matching REPLY messages, and otherwise retransmits the 

request. See Figure 2.1(a) for an illustration. 

To tolerate failures of the primary replica, a "view change" protocol is invoked 

to change the primary. The view change protocol is crucial for the safety as well as 
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the liveness properties of the agreement-based protocols. At a high level, the view 

change protocol elects a different replica to be the primary in the new view. The 

new primary then identifies the operations that have committed in the past views by 

communicating with 2 / + 1 total replicas. Once these operations are identified and 

executed in the new view, normal case processing resumes. 

Agreement-based protocols have relatively high response latency because of mul

tiple communication rounds required in the agreement phase. Also, these protocols 

suffer from negative fault scalability because the message complexity grows quadratic 

in the number of replicas as the number of faults tolerated (/) increases. 

Quorum-based Protocols To improve the response latency and to improve the 

fault-scalability, quorum-based protocols have been proposed. In quorum protocols, 

replicas normally communicate only with clients as opposed to the replica-replica 

communication common in agreement-based protocols. A client sends the request 

directly to all replicas. If enough replicas are consistent with each other, a replica 

immediately executes the request and sends the reply to the client. Otherwise, the 

client uses conflict resolution to make enough replicas consistent with each other and 

then sends the request. 

In more detail, Query/Update (Q/U) is a single-phase quorum-based protocol 

that tolerates up to / faulty replicas in a population of 5 / + 1. Clients store replica 

history, the request sequence known to a replica, at the time it receives a reply 

from the replica. The set of replica histories is called the history set. The client 
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includes the latest history set in its next request. These history sets allow a replica 

that receives a client request to optimistically execute it immediately, as long as the 

replica's local history is reflected in the history set and is consistent with at least 4 / 

other replicas. When a client receives replies, as long as a quorum of 4 / + 1 have 

optimistically executed its request, the request is considered complete. Therefore, 

in fault-free cases, Q/U completes operations in a single phase and with minimal 

response latency. 

Normally a client only contacts its "preferred quorum" of replicas instead of the 

whole population; if some of the quorum replicas are slow to respond, a client might 

engage more replicas via a "probe" hoping to complete the quorum. If between 2 / + 1 

and 4 / replies accept the request but others refuse due to a stale replica history, the 

client infers that there exists a concurrent request from another client. Q/U provides 

a conflict resolution mechanism in which clients back off and later resubmit requests, 

after repairing the replicas to make them consistent. Figure 2.1(d) shows the best 

case for a client's request, whereas Figure 2.1(e) illustrates the probing mechanism. 

The conflict resolution mechanism of Q/U significantly degrades the performance of 

Q/U during write contention and makes it particularly vulnerable to faulty clients 

that can artificially induce contention (e.g., by submitting their requests to only a 

subset of servers). 

Note that agreement-based protocols do not share this vulnerability since the 

client requests are serialized through the primary replica. Therefore, a faulty client 
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can not cause correct replica states' to diverge unless the primary replica is faulty. 

Hybrid Protocols While the quorum-based protocols improve the response la

tency, their performance is vulnerable to write contention in the workload and to 

faulty clients. Agreement-based protocols, on the other hand, are robust to faulty 

clients but have high response latency. To combine the benefits of both agreement-

based and quorum-based protocols, hybrid protocols have been proposed [25, 51]. 

Zyzzyva is a representative hybrid agreement/quorum protocol that shares some of 

PBFT's characteristics (a distinguished primary replica and an explicit "view change" 

to recover from a faulty primary). However, whereas PBFT performs extra work dur

ing agreement to ensure that it can deal with primary failures, Zyzzyva offloads that 

extra work to the actual recovery from a primary failure, resulting in a leaner protocol 

when the fault-free case is the common one. Furthermore, Zyzzyva includes a fast 

path for unanimous agreement on a request's sequence number. 

Zyzzyva uses a primary to order requests, like PBFT, and also requires 3 / + 1 

replicas to tolerate / faults. Clients in Zyzzyva send the request only to the primary. 

Once the primary has ordered a request, it submits it in an ORDERREQ message to 

the replicas, which respond to the client immediately as in Q/U. In failure-free and 

synchronous executions in which all 3 / + 1 replicas return the same response to the 

client, Zyzzyva is efficient since requests complete in 3 message delays and, unlike 

Q/U, write contention by multiple clients is mitigated by the primary's ordering of 

requests (Figure 2.1(b)). When some replicas are slower or faulty and the client 
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receives between 2 / + 1 and 3 / matching responses, it must marshal those responses 

and resend them to the replicas, to convince them that a quorum of 2 / + 1 has chosen 

the same ordering for the request. If the client receives 2 / + 1 matching responses to 

this second phase, it completes the request in 5 message delays (Figure 2.1(c)). 

To trade off fewer message delays for more replicas in high-jitter network condi

tions, or when some replicas are faulty or slow, the authors propose Zyzzyva5, which 

requires 5 / + 1 replicas and only 4 / + 1 optimistic executions from replicas in or

der to progress in only 3 message delays—up to / replicas can be slow or faulty 

and the single-phase protocol will still complete (Figure 2.1(f)). With fewer than 

4 / + 1 replies, Zyzzyva5 also reverts to two-phase operation (Figure 2.1(g)). Finally, 

Zyzzyva's view change protocol is more heavyweight and complex than in PBFT. In 

the presence of a single faulty or slow replica, authors present results that show that 

Zyzywa is slower than PBFT; however a recent optimization [49] improves Zyzzyva's 

performance under faults. In this optimization, clients explicitly permit replicas to 

send a response only after having committed it (as opposed to tentatively). For such 

client requests, replicas agree on orderings similarly to the second phase of PBFT, 

and clients need not initiate a second protocol phase. 
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Chapter 3 

Related Work 

In this chapter, we start by presenting related work on replication techniques to 

tolerate both benign and Byzantine faults and then present related work on making 

BFT protocols practical. We then discuss work that is more closely related to the 

contributions made by this thesis. 

3.1 Replication for Tolerating Benign Faults 

Most earlier work on replication techniques focussed on tolerating benign faults [10, 

35,77]: here, it is assumed that a component fails by stopping to execute steps of 

the algorithm. In the late 80's, two seminal protocols were proposed to tolerate 

benign faults: viewstamped replication [68] and Paxos [55]. These protocols used 

primary-backup schemes and quorum approaches [10] to tolerate benign faults. The 

primary assigns sequence numbers to requests and replicas participate in an agreement 

protocol to agree on the ordering. If the primary is faulty, a view change protocol 

is initiated to replace the faulty primary with a new primary. The Paxos replication 

technique is used by many commercial systems, including Chubby of Google and 

Zookeeper of Yahoo. 
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3.2 Replication for Tolerating Byzantine Faults 

A Byzantine fault model captures a wide range of failures, such as software bugs, 

hardware faults, and malicious attacks, because it makes no assumptions about the 

nature of the fault. Byzantine fault tolerance has been an active area of research for 

the last thirty years. Most earlier proposals to handle Byzantine faults [56,70] assume 

synchronous networks, which limited their applicability. 

3.2.1 Agreement and Consensus 

Some agreement and consensus approaches tolerate Byzantine faults in asynchronous 

networks [16,18,62]. However most of these approaches were designed to provide the 

necessary theoretical foundation and are either too slow or are insufficient for imple

menting state machine replication; for example, the Byzantine agreement algorithm 

presented in [16] can not tolerate primary failures and does not provide mechanisms 

for garbage collection or client authentication. 

3.2.2 State Machine Replication 

Earlier proposals based on state machine replication, such as Rampart [72] and Se-

cureRing [47], relied on synchrony as well as on failure detectors to identify the faulty 

replicas. Since failure detectors can not be accurate in an asynchronous network, 

misclassification of a non-faulty replica as a faulty replica could compromise these 

protocols since such a misclassification may push the number of correct replicas be-
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low the required 2/3rd bound. Finally, both the Rampart and Securing systems used 

public-key cryptography to authenticate messages, which limited their performance. 

3.2.3 Quorum Approaches 

Malkhi and Reiter [63,64] proposed quorum replication techniques to handle Byzan

tine faults in asynchronous networks. These protocols do not provide generic state 

machine replication. Rather, the service is offered as a data repository with operations 

to read and write individual items and to acquire and release locks for concurrency 

control. Such an interface makes these protocols particularly vulnerable to faulty 

clients. There are no performance results available for these protocols, so it is not 

clear how these protocols perform in practice. Fleet [64] requires 3 / + 1 replicas for 

safety but faulty clients can make the service state diverge. Fleet requires 4 / + 1 

replicas to tolerate such faulty clients. In this thesis, we focus on BFT protocols that 

rely on state machine replication algorithms, which are more robust to faulty clients 

and provide optimal resilience ( 3 / + 1 replicas). 

3.2.4 Recent Advances 

Castro and Liskov [21] presented the first practical Byzantine state machine replica

tion protocol, called PBFT, suitable for weakly synchronous networks. They assume 

weak synchrony only to provide liveness; safety is maintained in both synchronous 

and asynchronous network conditions. Therefore, malicious attackers can not com

promise the correctness of this protocol by mounting a denial of service attack, as 
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was possible for earlier proposals. 

Even though PBFT made significant advances over previous approaches for tol

erating Byzantine faults, it still incurred high cost and achieved lower performance 

than replication techniques for tolerating benign faults. For example, PBFT requires 

3 / + 1 replication compared to the 2 / + 1 replication required for tolerating benign 

faults. Also, it exhibits negative throughput scalability because of the quadratic (in 

the number of replicas) message exchanges among replicas during Byzantine consen

sus. 

In the last decade, numerous proposals have been made to address some of these 

limitations. These proposals are complementary to the techniques proposed by this 

thesis. Yin et all [91] proposed a novel architecture for constructing BFT protocols 

by separating the agreement phase from the execution phase. This approach reduces 

the number of execution replicas from 3 / + 1 to 2 / + 1, identical to the required 

number of replicas for crash-fault tolerant protocols. Recently, ZZ [89] reduced the 

number of execution replicas further, down to / + 1. 

Q/U [7] is a quorum-based state machine replication protocol that improved the 

fault scalability of the BFT protocols by avoiding the quadratic message communi

cation between replicas. Compared to the PBFT protocol, however, Q/U is more 

vulnerable to faulty clients, and its performance degrades in the presence of write 

contention in the workload. To mitigate these bottlenecks, HQ [25] proposed a hy

brid replication protocol that avoided replica-to-replica communication to improve the 
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fault scalability, but relied on PBFT to efficiently resolve write conflicts in the work

load. Zyzzyva [51] is a recent BFT protocol that uses speculation to significantly 

reduce the communication and cryptographic overheads compared to earlier BFT 

proposals. The communication and computation overhead of Zyzzyva approaches the 

theoretical minimum, and its throughput is within 30% of an unreplicated service. 

The research community has also made non-performance related advances to make 

BFT protocols attractive to the practitioners. For example, all traditional BFT pro

tocols guarantee safety as long as the number of simultaneous faults are bounded by / . 

However, no safety guarantee is provided once more than / replicas fail. BFT2f [58] 

enables graceful degradation of the correctness property by providing weaker consis

tency guarantees when more than / replicas fail simultaneously. As another example, 

all BFT protocols tolerate Byzantine faults and maintain their safety guarantees but 

it is unclear how performance metrics like throughput and latency, are affected in 

the presence of Byzantine failures. Recently, Alvisi et.al. [23] show how to design 

and build BFT protocols with robust performance even in the presence of Byzantine 

failures. 

This thesis also aims at making Byzantine fault tolerance techniques deployable in 

general-purpose distributed systems. Below, we present the work that is more closely 

related to the two contributions made by this thesis towards practical deployment of 

BFT techniques. 
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3.3 A Framework to Build and Evaluate BFT protocols 

Considerable progress has been made in making BFT protocols practical and efficient; 

however, no framework exists for evaluating the performance of BFT protocols under 

a wide range of operating conditions and faults. While there has been considerable 

work on simulators for evaluating networks, routing protocols, and P2P systems, we 

are aware of relatively little work that attempts to model both CPU performance and 

network characteristics, though we note that Castro [19] built an analytical model of 

the PBFT protocol to estimate its performance. However, the model does not capture 

the impact of faults, such as the impact of crash faulty replicas or of message losses 

in the network. 

Systems like WiDS [59], Macedon [74], and its successor MACE [48] allow dis

tributed systems to be written in a state-machine language, which can then be used 

to generate a native code implementation and also drive a simulator, which executes 

"real" code. 

BFTSim, on the other hand, simulates both the message exchange and the CPU-

intensive operations. This allows easy exploration of the effect of CPU performance 

on crypto operations as well as message complexity of the protocols. The declarative 

specifications in BFTSim are an order of magnitude more concise than MACE's specifi

cations (which itself is considerably more concise than an imperative implementation 

in Java or C++) . The disadvantage of BFTSim is that BFT protocols specified in the 

declarative language cannot currently be executed "for real" in a production system 
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without extensions to P2. Moreover, the performance of implementations in BFTSim 

will be less efficient than the native code since P2 generates software dataflow. 

In order to evaluate BFTSim's effectiveness, and provide interesting comparisons, 

we chose four BFT protocols (PBFT, Q/U, Zyzzyva, and Zyzzyva5) that provide 

good coverage of different classes of BFT protocols. 

Part of our agenda in this work is to argue for the comparison of distributed 

algorithms on a level playing field in a variety of realistic, but different, scenarios. 

Only then can developers select appropriate algorithms for the particular scenario at 

hand. Such a shift in thinking has been recently recognized in processor architecture, 

where it is termed "scenario-oriented design" [71]. 

3.4 Relaxing Consistency to Improve Availability 

The trade-off between consistency, availability, and tolerance to network partitions 

in computing services has been extensively studied [17]. Most of the earlier work has 

focused on the benign fault model and is not applicable to the Byzantine fault model. 

Earlier work on Byzantine fault tolerance has focused on providing strong consistency 

guarantees. Our proposal is the first approach to improve availability of a service in 

the presence of Byzantine faults. 

Most replicated systems are designed to be "strongly" consistent, i.e., provide 

clients with consistency guarantees that approximate the semantics provided by a 

single, correct server, such as single-copy serializability [38] in databases or lineariz-
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ability [43] in state-machine replication. 

Weaker consistency criteria, which allow for better availability and performance 

at the expense of letting replicas temporarily diverge and users see inconsistent data, 

were later proposed in the context of replicated services tolerating benign faults. 

Many systems have been built (or proposed) that favor higher availability or per

formance over consistency, such as Bayou [83], Coda [76], Ficus [40], TACT [92] and 

PRACTI [14]. Also, many relaxed consistency protocols have been proposed for repli

cated databases, such as quasi-copy caching [9], N-ignorant systems [54], and delta 

consistency [81]. Fox and Brewer [33] conjectured and Gilbert and Lynch [36] later 

formally proved that strong consistency can not be achieved together with high avail

ability under network partitions. They showed the tradeoffs involved with improving 

the yield of the Inktomi search engine at the expense of the harvest while respond

ing to requests. (Yield defines the fraction of requests answered and harvest defines 

the fraction of data reflected in the response.) Olston and Widom [69] showed how 

to improve performance by trading precision for aggregation queries over numerical 

database records. 

We improve on this body of work by considering the more challenging Byzantine 

failure model, where, for instance, it may not suffice to apply an update at a single 

replica, since that replica may be malicious and fail to propagate the update. 

There are many examples of Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication 

protocols, but the vast majority of them were designed to provide linearizable seman-
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tics [7,20,25,51]. Similarly, Byzantine quorum protocols provide other forms of strong 

consistency, such as safe, regular, or atomic register semantics [61]. We differ from 

this work by analyzing a new point in the consistency-availability tradeoff, where we 

favor high availability and performance over strong consistency. 

There are very few examples of Byzantine-fault-tolerant systems that provide 

weak consistency. We know of only three such systems. SUNDR [57] and BFT2F [58] 

provide similar forms of weak consistency (fork and fork*, respectively) in a client-

server system that tolerates Byzantine servers. While SUNDR is designed for an 

unreplicated service and is meant to minimize the trust placed on the server, BFT2F 

is a replicated service that tolerates a subset of Byzantine faulty servers. A system 

with fork consistency might conceal users' actions from each other, but if it does, 

users get divided into groups and the members of one group can no longer see any of 

another group's file system operations. 

These two systems propose quite different consistency guarantees, compared to 

Zeno, because the weaker semantics in SUNDR and BFT2F have different purposes. 

Whereas we are trying to achieve high availability and good performance with up to 

/ Byzantine faults, the goal in SUNDR and BFT2F is to provide the best possible 

semantics in the presence of a large fraction of malicious servers. In the case of 

SUNDR, this means the single server can be malicious, and in the case of BFT2F 

this means tolerating arbitrary failures of up to | of the servers. Thus they associate 

client signatures with updates such that, when such failures occur, all the malicious 
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servers can do is conceal client updates from other clients. This makes the approach 

of these systems orthogonal and complementary to our own. 

Another example of a system that provides weak consistency in the presence of 

some Byzantine failures can be found in [82]. This system aims to achieve extreme 

availability but provides almost no consistency guarantees; the updates are applied 

at a single server which could be potentially faulty and may fail to propagate the 

updates to other servers. 

To our knowledge, Zeno is the first eventually-consistent Byzantine fault tolerant 

protocol for generic replicated services. 
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Chapter 4 

Understanding and Evaluating BFT Protocols 

Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (BFT) protocols for replicated services have received con

siderable attention in the systems research community [7,21,25]. These protocols 

ensure that as long as the number of faults do not exceed / , the service will continue 

to operate correctly and requests from a correct client will be eventually completed. 

Though these protocols have strong correctness properties, their authors spend 

little time and effort evaluating BFT protocols under adverse operating conditions, 

such as failures, packet loss, constrained network bandwidth, unfavorable workload 

characteristics, and misconfigured timers. In fact, the authors often design these pro

tocols to perform optimally when such adverse conditions do not occur. For example, 

Zyzzyva [51] obtains a great performance boost when all replica servers have good, 

predictable latency1 to their clients, whereas Q/U [7] significantly improves its per

formance over its precursors in a scenario where no service object is being updated 

by more than one client at a time. 

Unfortunately, even in the absence of malice, deviations from the expected behav

ior can wreak havoc with complex protocols. As an example from the non-Byzantine 

1 We use the terms "latency" and "response time" interchangeably when referring to protocol 

performance. 
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world, Junqueira et al. [45] have shown that although the "fast" version of Paxos 

consensus2 operates in fewer rounds than the "classic" version of Paxos (presumably-

resulting in lower request latency), it is nevertheless more vulnerable to variability 

in replica connectivity. Because fast Paxos requires more replicas (two-thirds of the 

population) to participate in a round, it is as slow as the slowest of the fastest two-

thirds of the population; in contrast, classic Paxos is only as slow as the median of the 

replicas. As a result, under particularly skewed inter-replica delay distributions, the 

two rounds of fast Paxos can be slower than the three rounds of classic Paxos. This 

is the type of understanding we want to have for BFT protocols. We wish to shed 

light on the behavior of BFT replication protocols under adverse conditions that do 

not affect correctness, but may affect tangible performance metrics such as latency, 

throughput, and configuration stability. 

Performing such a study of BFT protocols is challenging for several reasons. The 

implementations of BFT protocols are large (10,000 lines of code or more) and the 

core protocol logic is hidden in implementation details, making it difficult to isolate 

the impact of implementation choices from the core protocol features. Moreover, the 

implementations of these protocols have been independently developed using different 

operating systems, languages, and workloads, making a fair comparison among them 

also difficult. Therefore, comparing the performance of available implementations of 

2The Paxos protocol [55]—also concurrently discovered as Viewstamped Replication [68]—forms 

the basis of most fault-tolerant consensus mechanisms, in crash-fault or Byzantine-fault settings. 
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BFT protocols is not a suitable option. 

We take a different approach to realize our objective. We present BFTSim, a simu

lation framework that couples a high-level protocol specification language and execu

tion system based on P2 [60] with a computation-aware network simulator built atop 

ns-2 [2]. P2's declarative networking language (OverLog) allows us to capture the 

salient features of each protocol without drowning in the details of particular thread 

packages, cryptographic primitive implementations, and messaging modules, ns-2's 

network simulation enables us to explore a range of network conditions that typi

cal testbeds cannot easily address. Using this platform, we implemented from scratch 

three protocols: the original PBFT [20], Q/U [7], and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 [51]. We val

idate our simulated protocols against published results under corresponding network 

conditions, as well as against the native implementations—when published results 

are not complete—on a local area network. Given that the native implementations 

of these three protocols use different types of runtime libraries and thread packages, 

our validation results show that a protocol's performance characteristics are inherent 

in the high-level design and not in the particulars of the implementation. 

Armed with our simulator, we make an "apples to apples" comparison of several 

BFT protocols under identical conditions. Then, we expose the protocols to unfa

vorable operating conditions that push them outside their comfort zone (and outside 

the parameter space typically exercised in the literature), but well within the realm 

of possibility in real-world deployment scenarios. Specifically, we explore latency and 
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bandwidth heterogeneity between clients and replicas, and among replicas themselves, 

packet loss, and timeout misconfiguration (Section 4.2). Our primary goal is to test 

conventional (or published) wisdom with regards to which protocol or protocol type 

is better than which; it is rare that "one size fits all" in any engineering discipline, so 

understanding the envelope of network conditions under which a clear winner emerges 

can be invaluable. 

Following is an outline of this chapter. In Section 4.1, we explain our experimental 

methodology, describe our simulation environment, and validate the simulation en

vironment by comparing its predictions with published performance results for BFT 

protocols that we have implemented in BFTSim. Section 4.2 presents results of a com

parative evaluation of BFT protocols under a wide range of conditions. We close with 

conclusions in Section 7.3. 

4.1 Methodology 

We now describe in detail our approach to comparing BFT protocols experimentally. 

We have built BFTSim, which combines a declarative front end to specify BFT pro

tocols with a back-end based on the widely used ns-2 simulator [2]. This allows 

us to rapidly implement protocols based on pseudocode descriptions, evaluate their 

performance under a variety of conditions, and isolate the effects of implementation 

artifacts on the performance of each protocol. 

Using simulation in this manner raises legitimate concerns about fidelity: on what 
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basis can we claim that results from BFTSim are indicative of real-world performance? 

We describe our validation of BFTSim in section 4.1.3 below, where we reproduce 

published results from real implementations. 

A further concern is the effort of re-implementing a published protocol inside 

BFTSim, including characterizing the costs of CPU-bound operations such as crypto

graphic primitives. We report on our experience doing this in section 4.1.4. 

However, a first question is: why use simulation at all? In other words, why not 

simply run existing implementations of protocols in a real networking environment, 

or one emulated by a system like ModelNet [85]? 

4.1.1 W h y Simulation? 

There are compelling advantages to simulation for comparing protocols and exploring 

their performance envelopes: the parameter space for network conditions can be 

systematically and relatively easily explored under controlled conditions. 

There are highly pragmatic reasons to adopt simulation. Many implementations 

of BFT protocols from research groups are not available at publication time, due 

to inevitable time pressure. Comparing the performance of protocols based on their 

published descriptions without requiring re-implementation in C, C++ , or Java is a 

useful capability. 

Even implementations that are available vary widely in their choice of program

ming language, runtime, OS, cryptographic library, messaging, thread model, etc., 
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making it hard to identify precisely the factors responsible for performance or, in 

some cases, to even run under emulation environments such as Emulab due to in

compatibilities. For example, Q/U uses SunRPC over TCP as the communication 

framework while PBFT uses a custom reliability layer over UDP; Q/U is written in 

C + + while PBFT is written in C; Q/U uses HMAC for authenticators while Zyzzyva 

and PBFT use UMAC. Our results below show that performance is generally either 

network-bound or dominated by the CPU costs of crypto operations. We can build 

faithful models of the performance of such implementations based on the costs of 

a small number of operations, and hence directly compare algorithms in a common 

framework. 

Furthermore, simulation makes it straightforward to vary parameters that are 

non-network related, and which therefore cannot be captured with real hardware in 

a framework such as ModelNet. For example, since CPU time spent in cryptographic 

operations is at present often the dominating factor in the performance of these 

protocols, we can explore the effect of faster (or parallel) cryptographic operations, 

without requiring access to faster hardware. 

Compared to a formal analytical evaluation, simulation can predict the behavior 

of protocols under operating conditions for which closed-form equations are difficult 

to derive. Existing literature presents analyses such as fault-scalability by counting 

messages exchanged and cryptographic operations performed [25,51], but it is hard to 

analyze the dynamic behavior of these protocols, especially for costs intended to be 
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amortized over different sequences of requests. For example, the interaction of client 

retransmissions, pipeline depth in protocols with a bounded number of requests in 

flight, and request batching can have a complex effect on response times. Systematic 

evaluation using faithful simulation can answer these questions with greater ease 

compared to a formal analysis. 

Finally, a motivation for using a high level declarative language to specify the 

BFT protocols is implementation simplicity. BFT protocols are generally perceived 

as too complex to understand because the implementations are large (10,000 or more 

lines of code) and the protocol logic is hidden in low level implementation details. 

We believe that BFTSim will make existing BFT protocols more accessible because 

it enables simple and succinct implementations. 

4.1.2 The Design of BFTSim 

BFTSim consists of several components (Figure 4.1). First, protocols are implemented 

in, and executed by, the front end of the P2 declarative networking engine [60]. 

P2 allows concise specification and rapid prototyping of BFT protocols by closely 

following pseudocode descriptions in publications: we specify the core features of 

these protocols in a small number of declarative rules. 

A rule is of the form "result :- preconditions." and is interpreted as "the result 

is produced when all preconditions are met." For example, consider the following 

simplified rule for PBFT: 
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Figure 4.1 : The BFTSim software architecture. 

ini tPrePrepare(@A, T, OP, CID) : -

request(QA, T, OP, CID), 

cachedReply(QA, CID, T l , REPLY), T > T l , 

isPrimary(QA, A, V). 

It means that when a request tuple arrives at node A from the client with iden

tifier CID, and if the timestamp T is more recent than the last reply sent to the 

same client (condition T>T1), then the primary (condition isPrimary) produces a 

in i tPrePrepare tuple to start the protocol for this request. The location specifier 

@A is used to specify on which node this particular rule is executed. 

P2 compiles such descriptions to a software dataflow graph, which in the case 

of BFTSim includes elements to capture the timing characteristics of CPU-intensive 

functions without necessarily performing them. Our hypothesis (subsequently borne 
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out by validation) was that we can accurately simulate existing BFT protocols by 

incorporating the cost of a small number of key primitives. We started with two: 

cryptographic operations and network operations. (We assume for now that disk 

access costs are negligible, though modeling disk activity explicitly may be useful in 

some settings.) To feed our simulator with the cost of these primitives, we micro-

benchmarked the PBFT and Q/U codebases to find the cost of these primitives with 

varying payload sizes. Our simulator uses this information to appropriately delay 

message handling, but we can also vary the parameters to explore the impact of 

future hardware performance. 

We extend the Over Log language to allow the programmer to specify rules that 

perform computation-aware operations. A rule performing such an operation uses the 

delay () keyword. Various compute operations, such as calculating message digest, 

cryptographic signature generation and verification, and network send and receive 

operations are provided as built-in functions to the programmer. Moreover, a pro

grammer can also specify the algorithm to be used to compute these functions, for 

example, a programmer can pick the MD5 algorithm to calculate digest, and HMAC 

or UMAG algorithms for calculating MACs. Consider the following rule: 

delay(x) verifiedRequest(@A, T, OP, CID)• : -

reques t (SA, T, OP, CID), 

x := f_sig_verify(HMAC). 

Here f _sig_verify() is a built-in function we wrote that takes in the authentica

tion mechanism (HMAC here) and returns the value x corresponding to the compu-
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tation time to verify the incoming client request. BFTSim will delay the execution in 

simulation time by x ^t-seconds in this case. Once delayed, ver i f iedRequest tuple 

is produced and further processing can proceed. 

In BFTSim, a separate P2 dataflow graph is generated per simulated node, but all 

dataflow graphs are hosted within a single instance of the P2 engine. P2's scheduler 

interacts with the ns-2 engine via ns-2's event scheduling and callback interfaces to 

simulate the transmission of messages and to inject events such as node failures. 

Those interfaces in turn connect with a single ns-2 instance, initialized with the 

network model under simulation. Message traffic to and from a P2-simulated node 

is handled by a dedicated UDP agent within ns-23 . Note that both P2 and ns-2 

are discrete-event-based systems. We use ns-2's time base to drive the system. P2's 

events, such as callbacks and event registrations, are wrapped in ns-2 events and 

scheduled via ns-2's scheduler. BFTSim is currently single-threaded and single-host. 

4.1.3 Validation 

In this section we compare the published performance of several BFT protocols with 

the results generated by our implementation of these protocols in BFTSim under com

parable (but simulated) conditions. These results therefore yield no new insight into 

3Support for jumbo UDP frames was incomplete in the released version of ns-2. We had to enable 

jumbo-frame handling and IP fragmentation for the large-sized UDP messages of our protocols. 

However, we have induced no extra delays due to IP fragmentation or reordering. Furthermore, 

BFTSim does not currently simulate network congestion. 
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Protocol 

PBFT 

Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 

Q/u 

Validated Against 

[51] : 

[51] 

Implementation, [7] 

Protocol features not present in BFTSim implementations 

State transfer, preferred quorums. 

State transfer, preferred quorums, 

separate agreement & execution. 

In-line repair, multi-object updates. 

Table 4.1 : Reference sources for our validation and BFTSim implementation coverage 
for each protocol. 

BFT protocols, rather they serve to show that BFTSim succeeds in capturing the 

important performance characteristics of the protocols. 

We present a small selection of our validation comparisons for three protocols: 

PBFT [21], Q/U [7], and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 [51]. PBFT was chosen because it is 

widely regarded as the "baseline" for practical BFT implementations. Q/U provides 

variety: it is representative of a class of quorum-based protocols. Finally, the recent 

Zyzzyva is considered state-of-the-art, and exhibits many high-level optimizations. 

For all these protocols, we compare BFTSim's implementation results to either 

published results or the results obtained by executing protocol authors' implemen

tations in our local cluster. Table 4.1 lists our validation references. Our validation 

concentrates on latency-throughput curves for all protocols in typical "ideal" network 

conditions, as well as under node crashes. 
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Experimental Setup 

We simulated a star network topology, where both client and replica nodes are con

nected to each other via a hub node. Each link is a duplex link and we set a one-way 

delay of 0.04ms and bandwidth of 1000Mbps on each link. This gives an RTT of 

0.16ms between any pair of nodes, matching our local cluster setup. These values are 

also similar to those reported by the authors [50] for obtaining the Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 

and PBFT results that we use for validation. Both PBFT and Zyzzyva exploit hard

ware multicast to optimize the one-to-all communication pattern among replicas. 

BFTSim accounts for multicast by charging for a single message digest, message send, 

and authenticator calculation for multicast messages, and uses the multicast func

tionality simulated by ns-2. 

Since the literature only provides peak throughput results for Q/U, we obtained 

the authors' implementation and ran it in our local cluster; each machine has a dual-

core 2.8 GHz AMD processor with 4GB of memory, running a 2.6.20 Linux kernel. 

Cost of Key Operations 

We measured the costs of three primitive operations common to all protocols: cal

culating the message digest, generating a MAC and authenticator, and sending a 

message with varying payload sizes. We instrumented the PBFT and Q/U codebases 

to measure these costs. 

To measure the host processing delays required to transmit and receive messages 
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of a given size, we performed a simple ping-pong test between two machines connected 

by gigabit ether net. We measured the total time taken to send and receive a response 

of equal size. We then simulated the same experiment in ns-2 (without BFTSim) to 

determine the round-trip network delays. For each message size, we then subtracted 

the simulated network delays from the corresponding measured round-trip times to 

determine the host processing delays. We used linear interpolation to obtain piece-

wise linear formulae for estimating the send and receive costs as a function of the 

message size, with a confidence of 99%. 

All protocols use MD5 for calculating message digests4. Based on our bench

marking results, we obtained the following linear interpolation to estimate the cost 

of an MD5 digest over d bytes: digest(d) = (0.0097d + 0.74)/isecs, with a confidence 

of 99.9%. We measured the cost of authenticators by varying the number of MAC 

operations and used this information directly. Note that Q/U uses HMAC while 

PBFT and Zyzzyva use UMAC for calculating MACs; our validating simulations are 

parametrized accordingly. 
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Figure 4.2 presents latency-throughput curves for BFTSim implementations of PBFT, 

Q/U, Zyzzyva, and Zyzzyva5, compared to our reference sources. We present results 

with batch sizes of 1 and 10. We executed each protocol under increasing load by 

varying the number of clients between 1 and 100. Each client maintains one out

standing request at any time. Each point in the graphs represents an experiment 

with a given number of clients. The knee in each curve marks the point of saturation; 

typically, the peak throughput is reached just beyond and the lowest response time 

just below the knee. 

First, we note that the trends in the latency-throughput curves obtained with 

BFTSim closely match the reference for all the protocols we studied. The differences in 

the absolute values are within at most 10%. Because no latency-throughput curves for 

Q/U were published, we measured the original implementation in our local cluster5. 

The published peak throughput value is also shown. 

4There is a minor error in the Zyzzyva publication, implying that Zyzzyva uses AdHash for 

message digests and MD5 for MACs. We have since confirmed that, as with the PBFT codebase 

on which Zyzzyva is built, MD5 is used for digests (with AdHash-MD5 only for incremental state 

digests) and UMAC for MACs. Note that MD5, either in one-shot mode or incremental AdHash 

form, is no longer considered collision-resistant [87]; we use it here for validation purposes only. 

5We were at first unable to reproduce reasonable performance results with the Q/U implemen

tation, another research group had similar problem [6]. We fixed a bug with DNS resolution in 

the Q/U codebase (acknowledged and incorporated in release 1.2 of Q/U), which eliminated the 

problem. 
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The results show that our implementations in BFTSim correctly capture the com

mon case behavior of the protocols, and that BFTSim can accurately capture the 

impact of the key operations on the peak performance of all the protocols we imple

mented and evaluated. 

Validating the Silent Replica Case 

In this experiment, we mute one of the replicas for the duration of the experiment. 

This experiment exercises important code paths for all protocols. In PBFT, perfor

mance may improve in this situation since replicas avoid both receiving and verifying 

messages from the silent replica. In contrast, Zyzzyva's performance is expected to 

drop in the presence of a faulty replica since it requires clients to perform the costly 

second phase of the protocol. In Q/U, performance also drops in the presence of a 

faulty replica because all requests must be processed by the remaining live quorum 

of 5 replicas, which increases the load on each of these replicas. In contrast, in the 

absence of a faulty replica, each replica handles only (4/ + . l ) / ( 5 / + l)-th of the 

requests, due to Q/U's preferred quorum optimization. 

We present BFTSim's results along with the published results in Figure 4.3. Be

cause no published results are available for Q/U with a faulty replica, we measured 

the original implementation in our cluster in the presence of a silent replica for com

parison. We observe that BFTSim is able to closely match the published performance 

of Zyzzyva, Zyzzyva5, PBFT, and Q/U in this configuration. 
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Figure 4.3 : Validation results in the presence of a faulty replica. 

Validating Fault Scalability 

In this experiment, we scale the fault tolerance of PBFT, Zyzzyva, and Q/U and com

pare the performance predicted by BFTSim with the published results in the Zyzzyva 
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and Q/U papers. At higher values of / , all three protocols need to do more MAC 

calculations per protocol operation since there are more replicas. PBFT additionally 

generates more bandwidth overhead at higher values of / since each replica receives 

3 / PREPARE and COMMIT messages. We present results in Figure 4.4 for values of / 

between 1 and 3. (We do not validate Zyzzyva5 since our reference source offered no 

measurements for fault scalability.) Again, we observe that BFTSim is able to match 

published results for all protocols. 
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4.1.4 Implementation Experience 

One concern with our approach is the effort required to implement protocols within 

the framework. Here, we report on our experience implementing the protocols pre

sented. 

Our PBFT implementation consists of a total of 148 lines of Over Log (P2's speci

fication language), of which 14 are responsible for checkpoint and garbage collection, 

38 implement view changes, 9 implement the mechanism to fetch requests, and the 

remaining 87 provide the main part of the protocol. Our implementation of Zyzzyva 

is slightly more complex: 164 rules, with 13 for checkpoint and garbage collection, 

33 for view changes, 24 for handling the second phase, and the remaining 94 for the 

main part of the protocol. For Q/U, we wrote a total of 88 rules. The key steps in 

Q/U are represented by the classification (5 rules) and setup (6 rules) phases. 

Since P2's specification language does not support imperative operations, we im

plemented complex imperative computations not involving messaging as external 

C + + plugins ("stages"). For example, operations such as iteration over tables, to 

construct view change messages or to construct batching messages in PBFT and 

Zyzzyva, were implemented as stages. In total, these stages were written in approx

imately 500 lines of C++, each for PBFT and Zyzzyva. (Zyzzyva and Zyzzyva5 

share these stages.) Implementing parts of the protocol logic as stages increases the 

complexity of the implementation as compared to a fully declarative implementation. 

However, even with stages, our implementations are an order of magnitude more 
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concise compared to an imperative C++implementation. 

Our implementations of the BFT protocols have served as vehicles for validating 

the design and fidelity of BFTSim. As a result, their implementation in BFTSim in

evitably co-evolved with the simulator itself. However, the basic components (the P2 

front end and ns-2 back end) are largely unmodified and thus retain their generality, 

which of course extends far beyond BFT protocols. We have only modified ns-2 to 

enable jumbo-frame handling, and we modified and extended P2 in three ways: 

• We retargeted P2's dataflow network stack to use ns-2 agents as opposed to 

P2's own congestion-controlled UDP elements. 

• We added support for compound (nested) tuples. P2's original design stayed 

close to the relational data model, in which tuples are flat. Since support 

for complex objects in P2's data model was evolving separately as we were 

performing this work, we chose to use a simpler but coarser and less efficient 

approach to structuring data (via explicit nesting of serialized tuples within 

tuples) for building request batches and the complex view-change messages. 

Since P2 operates in the virtual time of BFTSim, this inefficiency does not affect 

our results, only the elapsed time required for our simulations. 

• The version of P2 on which we based BFTSim (version 0.8) did not yet support 

atomic execution of individual rules. Since BFTSim simulates single-threaded, 

run-to-completion message handlers, we modified the P2 scheduler to complete 

all processing of outgoing tuples and send them to the ns-2 agent before any 
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pending incoming tuples were handled. 

Summary BFTSim considerably reduces the implementation effort required to pro

totype distributed algorithms compared to an imperative implementation in C+4-

or Java. However, our experience suggests that the current language of BFTSim 

can be improved in several ways, to further reduce the effort of implementing dis

tributed algorithms. For example, the current language can be enhanced by providing 

built-in support for common imperative operations such as iterations, by supporting 

namespace scoping, and by properly defining operational semantics of rule executions. 

Building these language features is the subject of future research and is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

BFTSim can be used to conduct a wide variety of experiments. One can compare the 

performance of different protocols under identical conditions. It is possible to explore 

the behavior of protocols under a wide range of network conditions (network topology, 

bandwidth, latency, jitter, packet loss) and under different workloads (distribution of 

request sizes, overheads, request burstiness). Furthermore, BFTSim allows us to easily 

answer "what-if" questions such as "what is the impact of a protocol feature or a 

crypto primitive on the performance of a protocol under a given set of conditions?" 

In the rest of this chapter, we explore the power of BFTSim, by evaluating BFT pro

tocols under a wider range of conditions than previously considered. Specifically, we 
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evaluate the effects of batching, workload variation (request size), network conditions 

(link latency, bandwidth, loss, access link variation), and client timer misconfigura-

tion. We also perform an experiment to explore the potential of a possible protocol 

optimization in Q/U. 

When reporting results, we either show throughput as a function of the number 

of clients used, or report results with sufficiently many clients to ensure that each 

protocol reaches its peak throughput. When reporting latency, we use a small number 

of clients to ensure that no protocol is saturated, i.e., requests are not queued. 

Unless otherwise stated, we use a star network topology to connect clients and 

replicas. Each node, either a replica or a client, is connected to a hub of ample capacity 

using a bidirectional link with configurable latency, bandwidth and loss rate. 

4.2.1 The Effects of Batching 

We start with a baseline protocol comparison under typical LAN network conditions 

(average round-trip time of 0.16 ms, 1 Gbps bandwidth, no packet losses). The 

requests are no-ops (2-byte payload and no execution overhead). Request batching is 

used in the agreement-based protocols that support it (all but Q/U). We use the same 

digest and authentication mechanisms for all protocols (those of the PBFT codebase: 

MD5 and UMAC respectively). 

To present the baseline for comparison, we also implement a simple unreplicated 

system where a single server replica responds to the client requests. We use similar 
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Figure 4.5 : Baseline latency-throughput curves for all protocols, with batch sizes 
increasing from 1 to 100. Note that Q/U has no batching but appears in all plots for 
comparison. 

authentication mechanism, MD5 and UMAC algorithms, for this protocol as well. 

Figure 4.5 shows latency-throughput curves for the protocols with increasing batch 

sizes. As before, each point represents a single experiment with a given number of 

clients. In agreement-based protocols, the primary delays requests until either a 

batching timer expires (set to 0.5 ms) or sufficiently many requests (the batch size) 

have arrived; then, it bundles all new requests into a batch and initiates the protocol. 

Batching amortizes the messaging overheads and CPU costs of a protocol round over 

the requests in a batch. In particular, fewer replica-replica messages are sent and 

fewer digests and authenticators are computed. All three batching-enabled protocols 

benefit from the technique. Because PBFT has the highest overhead, it enjoys the 
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largest relative improvement from batching: its peak throughput increases by a factor 

of four. 

The Zyzzyva variants are more efficient under the given network conditions, re

quiring fewer messages and crypto operations than PBFT. As a result, though still 

fastest in absolute terms, they derive a smaller relative benefit from batching. Further

more, as batch size increases, the differences between protocols shrink significantly; 

the Zyzzyva variants become indistinguishable with only moderate batching, whereas 

PBFT achieves throughput within 10% of Zyzzyva at a batch size of 100. 

However, note that the network conditions in our experiment are nearly ideal: vir

tually instantaneous communication with ample bandwidth. One question is whether 

the effect of batching would be as significant under slightly more adverse network 

conditions. Therefore, we now consider more constrained bandwidths across all com

ponents, clients and replicas alike. Figure 4.6 shows the results. Here, we use three 

network conditions: 1ms one-way latency on each link and bandwidth varying from 

10Mbps to 100Mbps to lGbps. 

We make three observations. First, the throughput of all protocols is now con

strained by the bandwidth of the network as shown by the drop in the throughput of 

the Unreplicated server's performance. Second, batching is beneficial for both PBFT 

and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5. Third, Zyzzyva's performance significantly drops compared 

to the drop in PBFT's performance when bandwidth is more constrained. This is 

because Zyzzyva's primary is required to resend the client request to the backups 
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while in PBFT, the clients send the request directly to all replicas. To quantify this 

effect, we implemented PBFT style batching for Zyzzyva, i.e., client sends request to 

all replicas and primary only sends the digest of the request in the batch. Our results 

show that with such a batching strategy, Zyzzyva reduces the bandwidth requirements 

on the links connecting the primary to the backups and leads to an improvement in 

throughput for all conditions considered in this experiment. Also note that such a 

strategy improves the performance with no batching since the primary is not forward

ing the client request to the backups. Finally, Q/U's performance is always lower than 

other protocols, except compared to PBFT with batching disabled, which we explain 

next. 
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W h y is Q / U Worse? 

Figure 4.5 shows that Q/U has significantly lower peak throughput than Zyzzyva5, 

even with no batching and despite the absence of write contention in our workload. 

This is somewhat surprising, because in the absence of contention, Q/U only requires 

a single phase of direct client-replica communication to complete, whereas Zyzzyva5 

must relay all requests from clients to replicas via the primary. 

We hypothesized that one reason for Q/U's lower throughput is the size of the 

messages it requires. Q/U replicas include their recent object history in each re

sponse6, and clients send with their requests a vector of such replica histories. This is 

6History is an Ordered set of candidates, where each candidate is a pair of logical timestamps. A 

logical timestamp is represented as (TIME, BARRIERFLAG, CLIENTlD, OPERATION, O H S ) , 

where OHS is the object history set. 
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an important safety requirement in Q/U; it enables non-faulty replicas to execute an 

operation in a consistent order without any replica-to-replica coordination. In con

trast, Zyzzyva replicas include only digests of their history with response messages, 

and clients send no history with their requests, because the primary orders requests. 

We performed an experiment to see how a hypothetical version of Q/U would 

perform that is optimized for message size. Our hypothetical Q/U variant is assumed 

to send Zyzzyva-style history digests as a vector in Q/U requests, and sends a single 

history digest in replica responses. The intuition is that, without faults or write 

contention, history digests are sufficient to convince a replica to execute an operation 

at a given point in the history, and replicas need exchange full histories only when they 

detect an inconsistency. We charge Q/U with Zyzzyva's ORDERREQ-sized messages 

with respect to digest computation and message transmission, but leave MAC costs 

unchanged. This experiment is an example of how BFTSim can be used to quickly ask 

"what-if" questions to explore the potential of possible protocol optimizations. 

Figure 4.7 shows the result. As expected, our hypothetical Q/U is competitive 

with Zyzzyva5 at a batch size of 1. However, our variant of Q/U is still no match for 

Zyzzyva5 at a large batch size in terms of peak throughput (though it has slightly 

lower latency). This seems counter-intuitive at first glance, since Q/U has no "extra

neous" traffic to amortize, only client requests and replica responses. However, Q/U's 

lack of a primary that orders and relays requests to backups incurs extra computation 

on the critical path: a Q/U replica computes 4 / MACs to send a response to a client 
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and verifies 4 / MACs when receiving a request from it, whereas the Zyzzyva5 primary 

computes and verifies one MAC for each request in a batch of b requests, plus a single 

authenticator for each ORDERREQ message containing 4 / MACs for a total of 2+8f/b 

MACs per request in a batch. As b increases, Zyzzyva5 tends toward slightly more 

than 1 MAC generation and 1 MAC verification per client request compared to 8 / 

MAC operations in Q/U. 

Our conjecture has since been validated by recent work [39], which showed that 

reducing the message size can indeed improve the performance of Q/U. This supports 

our hypothesis that BFTSim is a useful tool in quickly answering 'what-if questions 

and in identifying potential optimizations. 

Summary 

Batching helps agreement-based protocols to achieve better performance by amortiz

ing their protocol costs over a batch of requests., As we increase the batch size, the 

importance of protocol efficiency diminishes; as a result, the throughput of PBFT 

approaches that of Zyzzyva. The results of our experiments also predict that Q/U 

could benefit significantly from optimizations to reduce its message sizes. Finally, 

we also show that Zyzzyva can further improve its performance by exploiting PBFT 

style batching. 
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4.2.2 Varying the Workload 

We now turn to study the performance of BFT protocols under varying request sizes. 

The network conditions remain as above. Figure 4.8 shows latency-throughput graphs 

for all protocols when the size of the request (and response) ranges from 2 bytes (as 

in the experiments above) up to 8 Kbytes. Request sizes in this range do occur in 

practice. Whereas many SQL workloads are reported to have request sizes of around 

128 bytes, applications like block storage use larger requests (for example, Hendricks 

et al. [42] discuss requests containing erasure-coded disk block fragments with sizes 

of about 6 Kb). 

We obtained these graphs by choosing a number of clients such that the latency-

throughput curve was beyond its characteristic "knee," i.e., the system was saturated 

(in this set of experiments, between 1 and 80 clients were required). It is striking 

how increasing payloads diminish the differences among the protocols. Whereas at 

2-byte payloads, non-batched PBFT has a little more than a third the throughput of 

Zyzzyva and Q/U about half, at 8 kbyte payloads all protocols are very close. With 

batching, PBFT starts out closer to Zyzzyva but, again, the difference vanishes at 

higher payload sizes as throughputs degrade dramatically. The reason is that with 

increasing request size, the per-byte processing costs and network transmission delays 

start to dominate per-request costs, which increasingly masks the differences among 

the protocols. 

A careful reader will observe that at higher payload sizes, Q/U achieves even 
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Figure 4.9 : Peak throughput vs. request size. Top: no batching, bottom: batch size 
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better performance compared to the unreplicated server. This is in fact expected 

since with the preferred quorum optimization, each server in Q/U handles 5/6-ths 

of the load and overall Q/U handles 6/5-ths more load than a single server. At low 

payload sizes, the overhead of Q/U's messages and the cryptographic operations mask 

this benefit and we observe this phenomenon at only high payload sizes. 

Though helpful in identifying the latency-throughput trade-offs, the plots in Fig

ure 4.8 make it difficult to see the trends in peak throughput or latency below satura

tion. We show in Figure 4.9 the peak throughput as a function of the request size, and 
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in Figure 4.10 the mean response time below protocol saturation. Peak throughput 

trends are clearer here; they are consistent with the large increase in transmission 

and digest computation costs resulting from larger request sizes. 

Interestingly, Q/U appears more robust to increasing payload sizes than the other 

protocols, and exhibits the least steep decline in throughput. At high payload sizes, 

Q/U matches the throughput of Zyzzyva and Zyzzyva5, even when these protocols 

use batching. The reason is that Q/U's messages, which have a larger base size due 

to the history they contain, are increasingly dominated by the payload as the request 

size increases. Moreover, at large request sizes, the throughput is increasingly limited 

by per-byte processing costs like MAC computations and network bandwidth, making 

batching less relevant. 

Figure 4.10 shows the average response time for increasing request sizes below sys

tem saturation. PBFT with batching and Q/U provide the lowest response times after 

the unreplicated protocol. As payload sizes increase, response times with Zyzzyva and 

Zyzzyva5 suffer, because Zyzzyva and Zyzzyva5 send a full copy of all requests in a 

batched ORDERREQ message from the primary to the backups. In contrast, PBFT 

only sends message digests in its batched PREPREPARE message, leaving it to the 

client to transmit the request itself to the backups. The cost of transmitting and au

thenticating the request content is typically spread over all clients in PBFT, instead 

of concentrated at the primary in Zyzzyva7. 

TNote that PBFT offers a runtime parameter for including entire requests within batches; the 
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As we show earlier in Figure 4.6, Zyzzyva can improve its performance by adopting 

a similar batching policy as in PBFT; however, this optimization would increase the 

bandwidth consumption of the protocol (since all clients will have to send requests 

to all replicas, as with PBFT) and possibly reduce its ability to deal gracefully with 

clients who only partially transmit requests to replicas. The best approach may 

depend on the type of network anticipated. For instance, in networks where multicast 

is available (e.g., enterprise settings where local multicast deployment tends to be 

more common), the network component of the overhead caused by large payloads—-

but not the computation component—may be low. 

Constrained Network Bandwidth Next we constrain the network bandwidth of 

the links connecting replicas and clients and evaluate the throughput performance 

with increasing payload sizes. Our goal is to estimate the throughput of these proto

cols when bandwidth becomes the bottleneck resource and workload consists of higher 

payload sizes. We vary the bandwidth on each link from 1000Mbps to lOMpbs and 

keep the one way latency fixed at 1ms. 

Figure 4.11 presents the results. We make the following observations. First, as 

our previous result showed, the throughput of all protocols drop as the bandwidth is 

constrained; this is expected since protocols can process operations only as fast as the 

network delivers them. Hence, network bandwidth determines the performance in low 

bandwidth conditions. Next, we again observe that both Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 suffers 

default configuration of the codebase turns this option off. 
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the most as payload size is increased while PBFT and Q/U provide more robust 

performance. This is because both Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 require the primary replica to 

forward the client request to the backup replicas, which makes the primary-backup 

link more congested than other protocols. 

An interesting observation is how the cross-over point between Q/U and 

Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 protocols' throughput shifts to smaller payload sizes as the net

work bandwidth is constrained. For example, with lGbps, the cross-over point was 

approximately at 2KB payload size. With 10 and 100Mbps networks, the cross-over 

point shifts to 512B payload. This happens because the penalty of forwarding requests 

via primary in Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 proportionally increases with more constrained net

work bandwidth. 

Another interesting point to observe is that PBFT provides superior performance 

compared to all other protocols as bandwidth is constrained. This is because its 

message sizes are small compared to Q/U and, unlike Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5, the primary 

replica is not responsible for forwarding client request to other backups. 

High Network Latency Next, we inflate the latency on every link in the network 

and measure the latency of responses. We simulate (1ms, 5ms, 10ms) one way latency 

on each link but keep the bandwidth fixed at 10Mbps. This gives us round trip times 

of 4ms, 20ms, and 60ms between every pair of nodes, which are representative of 

metropolitan and continental latencies. Again, the latency is measured when each of 

the protocol is unsaturated to avoid queuing effects. 
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In this experiment, we are interested in measuring the latency for each protocol as 

the payload is increased. The peak throughput is determined by the bottleneck link 

bandwidth in the network (10Mbps in this experiment) and is similar to the previous 

experiment, therefore it is not presented separately for this experiment. 

Results are presented in Figure 4.12. We make the following observations. First, 

the latency of Q/U and unreplicated server is lowest as expected. As the link latency 

increases to 5ms and 15ms, the latency of PBFT at low payload sizes increases because 

it requires three repliea-to-replica phases to complete the request. With batching, 

the latency of PBFT and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 protocols increases because of additional 

clients required to fill the batch before the protocol processing can start that increases 

the load on the primary replica. Additionally, the latency of Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 is 

highest because the primary replica needs to forward the client request to the backup 

replicas. 

4.2.3 Execution time 

We have so far assumed that operations consume no CPU time. This is also a common 

assumption in the literature for evaluating BFT protocols and is done to tease out 

the throughput limits of the protocol. In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of 

executing operations that do consume computation resources. 

We simulate varying costs for executing operations and evaluate the throughput 

and the latency of different protocols. Specifically, we simulate consuming 1 //sec, 
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Application cost (micro-sec/op) 

Figure 4.13 : Impact of application execution cost on the throughput and the latency 
performance. We assume batch size of 10. 

10 //sec, and 100 //sec of CPU time per operation. Figure 4.13 presents the results. 

First, we observe that all protocols, including the nreplicated system, significantly 

degrade in throughput performance as the cost of executing operations increases. 

This is expected since the CPU becomes the bottleneck. Secondly, the distinction 

between protocols shrinks and all protocols tend to approach the unreplicated system 

indicating that the overhead of Byzantine fault tolerance techniques reduces as the 

base cost of executing operation becomes non-trivial. The latency also increases but 

not as significantly. 
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Figure 4.14 : Impact of a replica behind a low bandwidth and high delay link. We 
vary the characteristics of the slow link, as shown on the x-axis. We set batchsize to 
10. 

4.2.4 Heterogeneous Network Conditions 

Next, we place one replica behind a slow link, in order to introduce an imbalance 

among the replicas. PBFT, Q/U and Zyzzyva5 do not require all replicas to be in sync 

to deliver peak performance, therefore we expect their performance to be unaffected 

by heterogeneity. In contrast, we expected Zyzzyva's performance to degrade, because 

the protocol requires a timely response from all replicas to be able to complete a 

request in a single phase. 

Figure 4.14 shows results for throughput and average response time. All but 
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the constrained link in this experiment have IGbps bandwidth and 0.04ms latency, 

whereas the constrained link has the characteristics shown on the x axis. The right

most configuration is homogenous and is included for comparison. 

The throughput and response time of Zyzzyva is strongly affected by the pres

ence of a replica with a constrained network link. Zyzzyva must adapt its timers8 

and eventually switch to two-phase operation as the response time of a slow replica 

worsens. The throughput of Zyzzyva drops as soon as the imbalance is introduced, 

because clients start the second phase of the protocol to complete their requests, in

stead of waiting for the slowest replica to complete the first phase. Consequently, the 

average response time for Zyzzyva also increases when there is an imbalance. While 

similar to the mute replica results in Section 4.1.3, our results show that Zyzzyva's 

throughput is sensitive even to small differences in network latency between a client 

and the replicas. 

Q/U's throughput decreases slightly once there is a slower replica. The reason 

is that when clients initially include the slow replica in their preferred quorum, they 

may time out and subsequently choose a quorum that excludes the slow replica. As 

8Note that we implement an adaptive timer mechanism for clients [50] used in, but not described 

in, the Zyzzyva publication. Once a client receives 2 / + 1 matching responses it starts an adaptive 

timer, initialized to a low value, and starts the second phase if this timer expires before receiving 

the full 3 / + 1 responses. If a client receives 3 / + 1 responses before completing the second phase, 

it increases the adaptive timer to avoid starting the second phase too early next time. If the second 

phase completes sooner, the timer is reset to the initial low value. 
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a result, the remaining replicas experience more load and throughput decreases. 

The throughput of PBFT improves slightly with increased heterogeneity, because 

replicas receive fewer messages from the slow replica, which saves them message re

ceive and MAC verification costs. Note that during sustained operation at peak 

throughput, the messages from the slow replica are queued at the routers adjacent to 

the slow link and eventually dropped. Of course, this loss of one replica's messages 

does not affect the protocol's operation and it actually increases protocol efficiency 

slightly. 

4.2.5 Slow Clients 

In this experiment, we simulate a network setting where clients are accessing the 

service over a shared link. We simulate two hubs, one connected with all clients 

and other connected with all replicas, each with lGbps link. We then connect these 

two hubs with an access link—this link is traversed by all requests and responses 

messages between client and replicas, but not by replica-replica messages. We increase 

the number of clients and measure the throughput and the latency. The payload is 

2Bytes. We simulate lOOMbs and lGbps bandwidth for the access link. Results are 

presented in Figure 4.15. 

Consider the case when the bottleneck bandwidth is 100Mbps. PBFT achieves 

the best performance compared to both Zyzzyva and Q/U. Since Q/U's request and 

responses are bigger in size, its performance is worse. Zyzzyva replica's need to send 
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the ORDERREQUEST message back to the clients that they received from the primary, 

increasing the reply message. Since all reply messages traverse the same bottleneck 

link, this adversely affects Zyzzyva's performance. Zyzzyva5's performance is worse 

compared to Zyzzyva since replies from 5 / + 1 replicas traverse the link compared 

to 3 / + 1 responses for Zyzzyva. PBFT reply messages do not carry such messages, 

helping PBFT achieve the best performance. Of course, unreplicated server achieves 

best performance since only one replica's reply messages traverse the bottleneck link. 

Finally, batching does not improve the performance of PBFT and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 

since it does not help reduce the bandwidth consumption on the bottleneck access 

link. 

Now, we increase the bottleneck bandwidth to lGbps. First, the performance of all 

protocols improves due to the high bandwidth of the access link, which can now deliver 

more messages in a given time period. Q/U still provides lowest performance since it 

continues to suffer from its larger request/reply sizes. The throughput-latency char

acteristics of Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 and PBFT have improved significantly with batching 

since at lGbps, computation becomes the bottleneck resource (as supported by the 

fact that the unreplicated server obtains its peak performance). However, beyond 

60Kops/s, the throughput is limited by the bandwidth of the access link. An impor

tant observation is that the throughput performance of PBFT and Zyzzyva is within 

5% of each other and this degradation in the performance of Zyzzyva is because the 

larger reply messages sent by Zyzzyva do not efficiently utilize the bottleneck access 
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Figure 4.15 : Impact of slow clients on the performance. 

link bandwidth. 

4.2.6 Wide-area Network Conditions 

Next, we explore the performance of BFT protocols under wide-area network (WAN) 

conditions, such as increased delay, lower bandwidth and packet loss. Such conditions 

are likely to arise in deployments where clients connect to the replicas remotely or 

when the replicas are geographically distributed. 

Before presenting the results, we briefly review how the different protocols deal 

with packet loss. 
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Background 

P B F T In PBFT, if no response to a request arrives, the client eventually times out 

and retransmits the request to the replicas. A backup replica, upon receiving such a 

retransmission, forwards it to the primary, assuming it must have missed it. If the 

primary has already sent a PREPREPARE for that retransmitted message, it does not 

do anything. However, this could trigger view changes if the original message was 

lost. To address this problem, PBFT replicas periodically (every 150 ms) multicast 

small status messages that summarize its state. When another replica notices that 

the reporting replica is missing messages that were sent in the past, it re-sends these 

messages [19]. 

Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 In Zyzzyva, if a backup replica receives an GRDERREQ message 

for seq i from the primary while it expects A; < % (suggesting a hole in the history), 

it sends a FILLHOLE message to the primary. The primary retransmits the missing 

messages. Loss of one such ORDERREQ message may cause a backup replica to send 

a FILLHOLE message to the primary for every future ORDERREQ until the hole is 

patched. This may cause the primary to experience additional load [51]. 

Q / U In Q/U, replicas inspect the histories contained in request messages to see if 

they have missed a prior request. If so, they request information from other replicas 

about the latest state of the corresponding objects. Otherwise, the protocol relies on 

request retransmission by clients to recover from packet losses. 
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Configuration 

Left 

Middle 

Right 

Client links (c) 

30ms, 10Mbps 

30ms, 10Mbps 

30ms, 10Mbps 

Replica links (r) 

1ms, lGbps 

5ms, 100Mbps 

10ms, 100Mbps 

Table 4.2 : Wide-area experiment configurations, as shown in Figure 4.16. 

Resul t s 

For the experiment, we configured replicas and clients with different link delay, band

width, and uniform random packet loss. Recall that clients and replicas are connected 

to a common hub via bi-directional links in a star topology. We simulate three wide 

area configurations as described in Table 4.2. 50 clients send requests containing 

2-byte no-op requests. We use UDP as the transport layer for these experiments. 

The client retransmission timeout was set based on the expected response time of 

each protocol. Because the request messages are very small and incur no execution 

overhead, we approximated the expected response time by adding the link delays on 

the protocol execution path. Let c be the client link latency and r the replica link 

latency (both one-way). In the absence of losses and faulty replicas, we expect PBFT 

to complete a request in time (2c + 8r), Q/U in (2c + 2r), and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 in 

(2c + 4r). Q/U offers the lowest expected delay followed by Zyzzyva and Zyzzyva5 

and then PBFT. We set the client retransmission timeout to this estimate for each 

protocol, plus 10ms. Figure 4.16 shows the average response time for all four protocols 

with and without batching, varying link latencies and loss rate; packet loss is uniform 
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Figure 4.16 : Three configurations on the x axis, average latency in ms on the y axis. 
The error bars indicate one standard deviation around the average. 

random and affects all links equally. 

We make three observations. First, even though Q/U completes requests in a 

single phase with the contention-free workload used in this experiment, its response 

times are not better than those of the hybrid protocols when the replica-to-replica 

latencies are low (i.e., r = l ms). Once again, the reason is the larger request messages 

required by Q/U. The extra latencies for transmitting and computing digests for the 

larger Q/U messages compensate for the extra latencies required for inter-replica com

munication in the agreement protocols. However, with increasing replica-to-replica 

latencies, the inter-replica communication significantly adds to the latency of the 
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agreement protocols. Q/U's latencies, on the other hand, increase to a lesser extent 

because it relies on inter-replica communication only to fetch the current object state 

after a replica misses a request. 

Second, Zyzzyva5 has slightly lower response times than Zyzzyva under message 

loss. The reason is that Zyzzyva5 requires only 4 / + 1 responses from its 5 / + 1 

replicas, while Zyzzyva requires responses from all of its 3 / + 1 replicas to complete 

a request in a single phase. 

Third, batching tends to improve the average latency under losses. Because batch

ing reduces the number of messages per request, it reduces the probability that a given 

request is affected by a loss, thus reducing the average latency. 

4.2.7 Clients with Misconfigured Timers 

The goal of the next experiment is to understand how sensitive existing protocols are 

to faulty clients. Under contention, it is well known that the performance of quorum 

protocols like Q/U suffers. In fact, Q/U may lose liveness in the presence of faulty 

clients that do not back off sufficiently during the conflict resolution phase. The 

performance of agreement-based protocols like PBFT and Zyzzyva, is believed to be 

robust to faulty client behavior. The goal of our experiment is to test the validity of 

this hypothesis. Note that all BFT protocols preserve the safety property regardless 

of the behavior of clients. 
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We misconfigured some of the clients' retransmission timers to expire prematurely. 

The experiments used a LAN configuration, with round-trip delay of 0.16ms on all 

links (0.04ms one-way for each node-to-hub link). With 100 clients, the average 

response times are 3ms for Q/U, 1.5ms for PBFT with a batch size of 10, and 1.15ms 

for Zyzzyva and Zyzzyva5 with a batch size of 10. 

We chose four settings of misconfigured timers—0.5ms, 1ms, 1.5ms, and 2ms. This 

choice of timers allows us to observe how these protocols behave under aggressive re

transmissions by a fraction of the clients (between 0 to 25 out of a total of 100 clients.) 

A client with a misconfigured timer retransmits the request every time the timer ex

pires without backing off, until a matching response arrives. Figure 4.17 shows the 

throughput of the protocols as a function of the number and settings of misconfigured 

clients, with and without batching. Misconfigured timers affect the throughput of the 

protocols due to the extra computations of digests, MACs and transmission costs in

curred whenever a protocol message must be retransmitted. The original PBFT code 

base implements an optimization that caches the digests of transmitted messages; 

therefore, digests do not have to be recomputed when retransmitting a message. We 

have implemented this optimization in our version of PBFT and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 

since Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 is also implemented in PBFT's code base. We implement 

this optimization for Q/U also to ensure a fair comparison. 

Our results show that all protocols are sensitive to premature retransmissions of 

request messages. This is expected, because premature retransmissions add to the 
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total overhead per completed request. 

PBFT and Zyzzyva replicas assume a packet loss when they receive a retrans

mission: PBFT backups forward the message to the primary when they receive a 

request for the second time, while Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 backups forward the request to 

the primary immediately because a client is expected to send a request to backups 

only upon a timeout. A Zyzzyva primary, upon receiving such a forwarded request 

message from a backup replica, responds with the ORDERREQ message. A PBFT pri

mary responds with a PREPREPARE to the backup only if it has never seen the request, 

otherwise it ignores the retransmission. By retransmitting a request to all backups, 

a misconfigured client causes the primary of both PBFT and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 to 

receive additional messages from the backups. 

A Q/U replica, upon receiving a retransmission, responds with the cached re

sponse if the request has executed, or else processes the request as if received afresh. 

No additional replica-to-replica communication is necessary under a contention-free 

workload. 

The relative impact of clients with misconfigured timers is more pronounced with 

batching. With batching, each individual retransmitted request can cause the re

transmission of protocol messages for the entire batch that contained the original 

request. As a result, the aggregation of protocol messages that occurs in normal 

protocol operation does not occur for retransmitted requests. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

Recently, significant progress has been made towards designing and implementing 

efficient, safe, and live Byzantine fault tolerant replicated state machines. However, 

little has been done to look under the covers of those protocols and to evaluate them 

under realistic, imperfect operating conditions. We argue that a simulation frame

work in which fundamentally different protocols can be distilled, implemented, and 

subjected to scrutiny over a variety of workloads, network conditions, and transient 

benign faults, can lead to a deeper understanding of those protocols, and to their 

broad deployment in mission-critical applications. 

Our first contribution has been BFTSim, a simulation environment that couples 

a declarative networking platform for expressing complex protocols at a high level 

(based on P2), and a detailed network simulator (based on ns-2) that has been shown 

to capture most of the intricacies of complex network conditions. Using BFTSim, we 

have validated and reproduced published results about existing protocols, as well as 

the behavior of their actual implementations on real environments. We feel confident 

that this will encourage the systems community to look closely at published protocols 

and understand (and reproduce!) their inherent performance characteristics, with or 

without the authors' implementation, with reasonable effort. 

Second, we have taken some first steps towards this goal with three protocols, 

PBFT, Q/U, and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5. We have identified some interesting patterns 

in how these protocols operate: 
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• One-size-fits-all protocols may be tough if not impossible to build; different 

performance requirements lead to different design choices within given net

work conditions. For instance, PBFT offers more predictable performance and 

scales better with payload size compared to Zyzzyva; in contrast, Zyzzyva offers 

greater absolute throughput and is significantly more robust in wider-area, lossy 

networks. 

••• In the contention-free workloads we study, Q/U's strength is demonstrated in 

particular as payload sizes grow and replica-replica latencies increase, compared 

to all competing protocols. This opens up an intriguing question: what if Q/U 

were less vulnerable to write contention? An overly simple assessment might 

argue that Zyzzyva is roughly equivalent to Q/U with an explicit preserializer of 

requests, which ensures that no write contention occurs in the absence of Byzan

tine faults [80]. It may be productive to assess to what extent this similarity is 

only superficial and, if not, what benefits one might gain from building a pro

tocol from scratch, versus engineering a safe composition of existing protocols. 

Alternatively, a new protocol that shares Q/U's optimistic one-phase execution 

with HQ's efficient contention resolution may become appealing, especially for 

large-request workloads. 

• Timeouts should be set very carefully. This should come as no surprise. How

ever, some protocols are more vulnerable to timeout misconfigurations than 

others. With Zyzzyva, the ability to complete a request with a single phase of-
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fers spectacular opportunities for high throughput, but misconfiguration of the 

timeout, or the inevitable jitter in wide-area deployments, can rob the protocol 

of its benefits. Even though Q/U tolerates wider timer misconfigurations, its 

baseline performance is lower than other protocols. 

• Zyzzyva's batching strategy prevents clients to directly send messages to back

ups, however it reduces the peak throughput performance since the primary 

replica is responsible for forwarding client requests to the backups. At high 

payload sizes and low bandwidth networks, the impact of this design choice 

causes Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5's performance to suffer. In contrast, PBFT's batch

ing strategy performs better since the primary replica only sends the digest of 

the request to the backups. Therefore, depending on the network conditions, 

primary based protocols should pick the right batching strategy. 

To simulate further research and educational use, BFTSim, along with our imple

mentations of BFT protocols, is publicly available at h t tp : / /bf t s im.mpi-sws.org . 

http://bftsim.mpi-sws.org
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Chapter 5 

Zeno: Eventually Consistent Byzantine-Fault 
Tolerance 

Data centers are becoming a crucial computing platform for large-scale Internet ser

vices and applications in a variety of fields. These applications are often designed as 

a composition of multiple services. For instance, Amazon's S3 storage service and its 

e-commerce platform use Dynamo [29] as a storage substrate, and Google's indices 

are built using the MapReduce [28] parallel processing framework, which in turn can 

use GFS [34] for storage. 

Ensuring correct and continuous operation of these services is critical, since down

time can lead to loss of revenue, bad press, and customer dissatisfaction [11]. Thus, to 

achieve high availability, these services replicate data and computation, commonly at 

multiple sites, to be able to withstand events such as network partitions, maintenance 

events, and events that make an entire data center unreachable [29]. 

When designing replication protocols, assumptions have to be made about the 

types of faults the protocol is designed to tolerate. The main choice is between a 

benign fault model, where it is assumed nodes fail cleanly by becoming completely 

inoperable, or a Byzantine fault model, where no assumptions are made about faulty 

components, thus capturing scenarios such as bugs, which cause incorrect behavior 
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or even malicious attacks. A benign fault model is typically assumed in most widely 

deployed services today, including those described above; the primary motivation for 

this design choice is that all machines of such commercial services run in the trusted 

environment of the service provider's data center [29]. 

Unfortunately, the benign fault assumption is not always valid even in trusted 

environments, and the consequences can be disastrous. To give a few recent examples, 

Amazon's S3 storage service suffered a multi-hour outage, caused by corruption in the 

internal state of a server that spread throughout the entire system [3]; also an outage 

in Google's App Engine was triggered by a bug in datastore servers that caused some 

requests to return errors [37]; and a multi-day outage at the Netflix DVD mail-rental 

was caused by a faulty hardware component that triggered a database corruption 

event [67]. 

Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) replication protocols are an attractive solution for 

dealing with such faults. Recent research advances in this area have shown that BFT 

protocols can perform well in terms of throughput and latency [51], they require only 

a small number of replicas equal to the number of replicas1 required by their benign 

fault counterparts [22,89,91], and they can use off-the-shelf, non-deterministic, or 

even different implementations of common services [73,86]. 

1For agreement, a BFT protocol requires 3 / + 1 total replicas to be both safe and live. Once 

agreement is done, only 2 / + 1 "execution" replicas are required for executing the requests. Since 

execution replicas store the application state and logic, this optimization significantly reduces the 

cost of BFT replication. Recall that Paxos requires a total of 2 / + 1 replicas. 
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However, most proposals for BFT protocols have focused on strong semantics such 

as linearizability [43], where intuitively the replicated system appears to the clients 

as a single, correct, sequential server. The price to pay for such strong semantics is 

that to complete each operation, a large subset (more than | , or in some cases | ) of 

the replicas must be reachable and operational, which can cause the system to halt 

if more than a small fraction ( | or | , respectively) of the replicas are unreachable 

due to maintenance events, network partitions, or other non-Byzantine faults. This 

contrasts with the philosophy of systems deployed in e-commerce data centers [29, 

41,84], which favor availability and performance over strong consistency so they can 

provide continuous service and meet tight SLAs [29]. 

In this paper we propose Zeno, a new BFT replication protocol designed to meet 

the needs of modern services running in e-commerce data centers. In particular, 

Zeno favors service performance and availability, at the cost of providing weaker 

consistency guarantees than traditional BFT replication when network partitions and 

other infrequent events reduce the availability of individual servers. 

Zeno offers eventual consistency semantics [31], which intuitively means that dif

ferent clients can be unaware of the effects of each other's operations, e.g., during 

a network partition, but operations are never lost and will eventually appear in a 

linear history of the service—corresponding to that abstraction of a single, correct, 

sequential server—once enough connectivity is re-established. 

In building Zeno we did not start from scratch, but instead adapted Zyzzyva [51], 
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a state-of-the-art BFT replication protocol, to provide high availability. Zyzzyva em

ploys speculation to conclude operations quickly and cheaply, yielding high service 

throughput during favorable system conditions, i.e., when connectivity and replicas 

are available. Thus, for our purposes, Zyzzyva was a good starting point. Adapting 

Zyzzyva for our goals was challenging for several reasons: (i) dealing with the conflict 

between the client's need for a fast and meaningful response and the requirement that 

each request is brought to completion, (ii) adapting the view change protocols to en

able progress when only a small fraction of the replicas are reachable, and (iii) merging 

the service state present at replicas in different partitions when enough connectivity 

is re-established. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 motivates the need 

for eventual consistency. Section 5.2 defines the properties guaranteed by our proto

col. Section 5.3 describe how Zeno works and Section 5.4 sketches the proof of its 

correctness. 

5.1 The Case for Eventual Consistency 

Various levels and definitions of weak consistency have been proposed by different 

communities [30], so we need to justify why our particular choice is adequate. We 

argue that eventual consistency is both necessary for the guarantees we are targetting, 

and sufficient from the standpoint of many applications. 

Consider a scenario where a network partition occurs, and causes half of the 
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replicas from a given replica group to be on one side of the partition and the other 

half on the other side. This is plausible given that replicated systems often spread 

their replicas over multiple data centers for increased reliability [29], and that Internet 

partitions do occur in practice [12]. In this case, eventual consistency is necessary to 

offer high availability to clients on both sides of the partition, since it is impossible 

to have both sides of the partitions make progress and simultaneously achieve a 

consistency level that provides a total order on the operations ("seen" by all client 

requests) [17]. Intuitively, the closest approximation from that idealized consistency 

that could be offered is eventual consistency, where clients on each side of the partition 

agree on an ordering (that only orders operations with respect to other operations 

in the same partition), and, when enough connectivity is re-established, the two 

divergent states can be merged, meaning that a total order between the operations 

on both sides can be established, and subsequent operations will reflect that order. 

Additionally, we argue that eventual consistency is sufficient from the standpoint 

of the properties required by many services and applications that run in e-commerce 

data centers. This has been clearly stated by the designers of many of these services [4, 

27,29,41,84]. Applications that use an eventually consistent service have to be able to 

work with responses that may not include some previously executed operations. To 

give an example, consider the shopping cart application that uses Dynamo. Eventual 

consistency means that customers may not get the most up-to-date sales ranks, or 

may even see some items they deleted reappear in their shoping carts, in which case 
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the delete operation may have to be redone. These events, although not idea, are 

much preferrable to having a slow, or unresponsive service. 

Beyond data-center applications, many other examples of eventually consistent 

services have been deployed in common-use systems, for example DNS. Saito and 

Shapiro [75] provide a survey of the topic. 

5.2 Algorithm Properties 

We now informally specify safety and liveness properties of a generic eventually con

sistent BFT service. The formal definitions can be found in [53]. 

5.2.1 Safety 

Informally, our safety properties say that an eventually consistent system behaves like 

a centralized server whose service state can be modelled as a multi-set. Each element 

of the multi-set is a history (a totally ordered subset of the invoked operations), which 

captures the intuitive notion that some operations may have executed without being 

aware of each other, e.g., on different sides of a network partition, and are therefore 

only ordered with respect to a subset of the requests that were executed. We also 

limit the total number of divergent histories, which in the case of Zeno cannot exceed, 

at any time, [ , ^~K?^ i j , where \failed\ is the current number of failed servers, JV is 

the total number of servers and / is the maximum number of servers that can fail. 

We also specify that certain operations are committed. Each history has a prefix 
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of committed operations, and the committed prefixes are related by containment. 

Hence, all histories agree on the relative order of their committed operations, and 

the order cannot change in the future. Aside from this restriction, histories can be 

merged (corresponding to a partition healing) and can be forked (corresponding to a 

partition occurring). 

Given this state, clients can execute two types of operations, weak and strong, 

as follows. Any operation begins its execution cycle by being inserted at the end 

of any non-empty subset of the histories. At this and any subsequent time, a weak 

operation may return, with the corresponding result reflecting the execution of all the 

operations that preceded it. In this case, we say that the operation is weakly complete. 

In contrast, strong operations must wait until they are committed (as defined above) 

before they can return a result, computed similarly as above. We assume that each 

correct client is well-formed: it never issues a new request before its previous (weak 

or strong) request is (weakly or strongly, respectively) complete. 

The merge operation takes two histories and produces a new history, containing 

all operations in both histories and preserving the ordering of committed operations. 

However, the weak operations can appear in arbitrary ordering in the merged histories 

while preserving the causal order of operations invoked by the same client. This 

implies that weak operations may commit in an order that differs from the order in 

which they were weakly completed. 
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5.2.2 Liveness 

On the liveness side, our service guarantees that a request issued by a correct client 

is processed and a response is returned to the client, provided that the client can 

communicate with enough replicas in a timely manner. 

More precisely, we assume a default round-trip delay A, and we say that a set of 

servers IT' C II is eventually synchronous if there is a time after which every two-way 

message exchange within II' takes at most A time units. We also assume that every 

two correct servers or clients can eventually reliably communicate. Now our progress 

requirements can be put as follows: 

(LI) If there exists an eventually synchronous set of / + 1 correct servers IT, then 

every weak request issued by a correct client is eventually weakly complete. 

(L2) If there exists an eventually synchronous set of 2 / + 1 correct servers II', then 

every weakly complete request or a strong request issued by a correct client is 

eventually committed. 

In particular, (LI) and (L2) imply that if there is an eventually synchronous set 

of 2 / + 1 correct replicas, then each (weak or strong) request issued by a correct client 

will eventually be committed. 

As we will explain later, ensuring (LI) in the presence of partitions may require 

unbounded storage. We will present a protocol addition that bounds the storage 

requirements at the expense of relaxing (LI) . 
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5.3 Zeno Protocol 

5.3.1 System model 

Zeno is a BFT state machine replication protocol. It requires N = ( 3 / +1) replicas to 

tolerate up to / Byzantine faulty replicas. Zeno also tolerates an arbitrary number of 

Byzantine clients. The protocol we present in this chapter uses public key digital sig

natures to authenticate communication. In Chapter 6, we present a modified version 

of the protocol that uses more efficient symmetric cryptography based on message 

authentication codes (MACs). 

We assume that no node can break cryptographic techniques like collision-resistant 

digests, encryption, and signing. Synchrony assumptions needed for the liveness 

properties of Zeno were presented in Section 5.2.2. 

The protocol uses two kinds of quorums: strong quorums consisting of any group 

of 2 / + 1 distinct replicas, and weak quorums of / + 1 distinct replicas. 

The system easily generalizes to any N > 3 / + 1, in which case the size of strong 

quorums becomes [~N+/+1] and weak quorums remain the same, independent of N. 

Note that one can apply Zeno in very large replica groups (where N S> 3 / + 1) and 

still make progress as long as / + 1 replicas are available, whereas traditional (strongly 

consistent) BFT systems are blocked unless at least ["N+/+11 replicas are available. 
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5.3.2 Overview 

Like most traditional BFT state machine replication protocols, Zeno has three com

ponents: sequence number assignment (Section 5.3.4) to determine the total order of 

operations, view changes (Section 5.3.5) to elect a leader replica, and checkpointing 

(Section 5.3.8) to deal with garbage collection of protocol and application state. 

The execution goes through a sequence of configurations called views. In each 

view, a designated leader replica (the primary) is responsible for assigning monoton-

ically increasing sequence numbers to clients' operations. A replica j is the primary 

for the view numbered v iff j = v mod N. 

At a high level, normal case execution of a request proceeds as follows. A client 

first sends its request to all replicas. A designated primary replica assigns a sequence 

number to the client request and broadcasts this proposal to the remaining replicas. 

Then all replicas execute the request and return a reply to the client. 

Once the client gathers sufficiently many matching replies—-replies that agree 

on the operation result, the sequence number, the view, and the replica history—it 

returns this result to the application. For weak requests, it suffices that a single 

correct replica returns the result, since that replica will not only provide a correct 

weak reply by properly executing the request, but it will also eventually commit that 

request to the linear history of the service. Therefore, the client need only collect 

matching replies from a weak quorum of replicas. For strong requests, the client 

must wait for matching replies from a strong quorum, that is, a group of at least 
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2 / + 1 distinct replicas. This implies that Zeno can complete many weak operations 

in parallel across different partitions when only weak quorums are available, whereas 

it can complete strong operations only when there are strong quorums available. 

Whenever operations do not make progress, or if replicas agree that the primary 

is faulty, a view change protocol tries to elect a new primary. Unlike in previous 

BFT protocols, view changes in Zeno can proceed with the agreement of only a weak 

quorum. This can allow multiple primaries to coexist in the system (e.g., during a 

network partition), which is necessary to make progress with eventual consistency. 

However, as soon as these multiple views (with possibly divergent sets of operations) 

detect each other (Section 5.3.6), they reconcile their operations via a merge procedure 

(Section 5.3.7), restoring consistency among replicas. 

In what follows, messages with a subscript of the form ac denote a public-key 

signature by principal c. In all protocol actions, malformed or improperly signed 

messages are dropped without further processing. We interchangeably use terms 

"non-faulty" and "correct" to mean system components (e.g., replicas and clients) 

that follow our protocol faithfully. Table 5.1 collects our notation. 

We start by explaining the protocol state at the replicas. Then we present details 

about the three protocol components. We used Zyzzyva [51] as a starting point for 

designing Zeno. Therefore, throughout the presentation, we explain how Zeno differs 

from Zyzzyva. 
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N a m e 
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t 
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D(.) 

CC 

ND 

OR 

Meaning 

current view number 

highest sequence number executed 

history, a hash-chain digest of the requests 

operation to be performed 

timestamp assigned by the client to each request 

flag indicating if this is a strong operation 

result of the operation 

cryptographic digest function 

highest commit certificate 

non-deterministic argument to an operation 

Order Request message 

Table 5.1 : Notation used in message fields. 

5.3.3 Protocol State 

Each replica i maintains the highest sequence number n it has executed, the number 

v of the view it is currently participating in, and an ordered history of requests it 

has executed along with the ordering received from the primary. Replicas maintain 

a hash-chain digest hn of the n operations in their history in the following way: 

hn+i = D(hn, D ( R E Q „ + I ) ) , where D is a cryptographic digest function and R E Q „ + 1 

is the request assigned sequence number n + 1. 

A prefix of the ordered history upto sequence number £ is called committed when 
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a replica gathers a commit certificate (denoted CC and described in detail in Sec

tion 5.3.4) for £; each replica only remembers the highest CC it witnessed. 

To prevent the history of requests from growing without bounds, replicas assemble 

checkpoints after every CHKP-INTERVAL sequence numbers. For every checkpoint 

sequence number £, a replica first obtains the CC for I and executes all operations 

upto and including £. At this point, a replica takes a snapshot of the application 

state and stores it (Section 5.3.8). 

Replicas remember the set of operations received from each client c in their re-

questfc] buffer and only the last reply sent to each client in their replyfcj buffer. The 

request buffer is flushed when a checkpoint is taken. 

5.3.4 Sequence Number Assignment 

To describe how sequence number assignment works, we follow the flow of a request. 

Client sends request. A correct client c sends a request (REQUEST, O, t, c, s)„c to 

all replicas, where o is the operation, t is a sequence number incremented on every 

request, and s is the strong operation flag. 

Primary assigns sequence number and broadcasts order request (OR) mes

sage. If the last operation executed for a client has timestamp t' = t — 1, then 

primary i assigns the next available sequence number n + 1 to the client's current 

request, increments n, and then broadcasts a (OR, v, n, hn, .D(REQ), i, s, ND, )(Ti mes-
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sage to backup replicas. ND is a set of non-deterministic application variables, such 

as a seed for a pseudorandom number generator, used by the application to generate 

non-determinism. 

Replicas receive OR. When a replica j receives an OR message and the corre

sponding client request, it first checks if both are authentic, and then checks if it is in 

view v. If valid, it calculates h'n+1 = D(hn, D(REQ)) and checks if h'n+1 is equal to the 

history digest in the OR message. Next, it increments its highest sequence number n, 

and executes the operation o from REQ on the application state and obtains a reply r. 

A replica sends the reply ((SPECREPLY, V, n, hn, D(r), c, t)aj, j , r, OR) immediately to 

the client if s is false (i.e., this is a weak request). If s is true, then the request must 

be committed before replying, so a replica first multicasts a (COMMIT, OR, j)aj to all 

others. When a replica receives at least 2 / + 1 such COMMIT messages (including its 

own) matching in n, v, hn, D ( R E Q ) , it forms a commit certificate CC consisting of 

the set of COMMIT messages and the corresponding OR, stores the CC, and sends the 

reply to the client in a message ((REPLY, V,n, hn, D(r),c,t)aj,j,r, OR). The primary 

follows the same logic to execute the request, potentially committing it, and sending 

the reply to the client. Note that the commit protocol used for strong requests will 

also add all the preceding weak requests to the set of committed operations. 

Client receives responses. For weak requests, if a client receives a weak quorum 

of SPECREPLY messages matching in their v, n, h, r, and OR, it considers the request 
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weakly complete and returns a weak result to the application. For strong requests, 

a client requires matching REPLY messages from a strong quorum to consider the 

operation complete. 

Fill Hole Protocol. Replicas only execute requests—both weak and strong—in 

sequence number order. However, due to message loss or other network disruptions, 

a replica i may receive an OR or a COMMIT message with a higher-than-expected 

sequence number (that is, OR.n > n + 1); the replica discards such messages, asking 

the primary to "fill it in" on what it has missed (the OR messages with sequence 

numbers between n + 1 and OR.n) by sending the primary a (FILLHOLE, V, n, OR.n, i) 

message. Upon receipt, the primary resends all of the requested OR messages back 

to i, to bring it up-to-date. 

Comparison to Zyzzyva. There are four important differences between Zeno and 

Zyzzyva in the normal execution of the protocol. 

First, Zeno clients only need matching replies from a weak quorum, whereas 

Zyzzyva requires at least a strong quorum; this leads to significant increase in avail

ability, when for example only between / + 1 and 2 / replicas are available. It also 

allows for slightly lower overhead at the client due to reduced message processing 

requirements, and to a lower latency for request execution when inter-node latencies 

are heterogeneous. 

Second, Zeno requires clients to use sequential timestamps instead of monoton-
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ically increasing but not necessarily sequential timestamps (which are the norm in 

comparable systems). This is required for garbage collection (Section 5.3.8). Se

quential timestamps however raise the issue of how to deal with clients that reboot 

or otherwise lose the information about the latest sequence number. In our current 

implementation we are not storing this sequence number persistently before sending 

the request. This implementation choice still provides strong guarantees: the requests 

that were already committed will remain in the system, the requests from a rebooting 

client do not interfere with requests from other clients, and all that might happen is 

that a rebooting client loses some of its uncommitted weak requests that it sent prior 

to rebooting. As future work, we will devise protocols for improving these guarantees 

further, or for storing sequence numbers efficiently using SSDs or NVRAM. 

Third, Zeno disables the single-phase performance optimization offered by 

Zyzzyva. In this optimization, a request commits in only three message steps un

der some conditions (when all 3 / + 1 replicas operate roughly synchronously and 

are all available and non-faulty). The rationale behind this removal is based on the 

view change protocol (Section 5.3.5) so we defer the discussion until then. A positive 

side-effect of this removal is that, unlike with Zyzzyva, Zeno does not entrust poten

tially faulty clients with any protocol step other than sending requests and collecting 

responses. 

Finally, clients in Zeno send the request to all replicas whereas clients in Zyzzyva 

send the request only to the primary replica. This change is required only in the MAC 
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version of the protocol but we present it here to keep the protocol description consis

tent. At a high level, this change is required to ensure that a faulty primary cannot 

prevent a correct request that has weakly completed from committing. For example, 

the faulty primary may corrupt the authenticator of the request before forwarding it 

to backups; during the commit phase, not enough correct replicas verify the authenti

cator and drop the request. Our change ensures that every weakly completed request 

from a correct client will be received by at least one correct replica, which will forward 

the request to other replicas without corrupting the authenticator. Interestingly, we 

find that in the publicly available implementations of both the PBFT and Zyzzyva 

protocols, clients also send the request directly to all replicas. 

Our protocol description omits some of the pedantic details such as handling faulty 

clients or request retransmissions; these cases are handled similarly to Zyzzyva and 

do not affect the overheads or benefits of Zeno when compared to Zyzzyva. 

5.3.5 View Changes 

We now turn to the election of a new primary when the current primary is unavailable 

or faulty. The key point behind our view change protocol is that it must be able to 

proceed when only a weak quorum of replicas is available. In contrast, view change 

algorithms in strongly consistent BFT systems require availability of a strong quorum 

to make progress. The reason for this is the following: strongly consistent BFT 

systems rely on the quorum intersection property to ensure that if a strong quorum 
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Q decides to change its view and another strong quorum Q' decides to commit a 

request, there is at least one non-faulty replica in both quorums ensuring that view 

changes do not "lose" requests committed previously. This implies that the sizes 

of strong quorums are at least 2 / + 1, so that the intersection of any two quorums 

contains at least / + 1 replicas, including—since no more than / of those can be 

faulty-—at least one non-faulty replica. In contrast, Zeno does not require view change 

quorums to intersect; a weak request missing from a view change will be eventually 

committed when the correct replica executing it manages to reach a strong quorum of 

replicas. Strong requests missing from a view change will cause a subsequent provable 

divergence and application-state merge. 

View Change Protocol. A client c retransmits the request to all replicas if it times 

out before completing its request. A replica i receiving a client retransmission first 

checks if the request is already executed; if so, it simply resends the SPECREPLY/REPLY 

to the client from its reply[c] buffer. Otherwise, the replica forwards the request to 

the primary and starts a IHateThePrimary timer. 

In the latter case, if the replica does not receive an OR message before it times 

out, it broadcasts (IHATETHEPRIMARY, v)ai to all replicas, but continues to participate 

in the current view. If a replica receives such accusations from a weak quorum, it 

stops participating in the current view v and sends a (VIEWCHANGE, V 4- l,CC,0)ai 

to other replicas, where CC is the highest commit certificate, and O is i's ordered 

request history since that commit certificate, i.e., all OR messages for requests with 
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sequence numbers higher than the one in CC. The replica then starts the view change 

timer. 

The primary replica j for view v + 1 starts a timer with a shorter timeout value 

called the aggregation timer and waits until it collects a set of VIEWCHANGE messages 

for view v + 1 from a strong quorum, or until its aggregation timer expires. If the 

aggregation timer expires and the primary replica has collected / + 1 or more such 

messages, it sends a (NEWVIEW,V + \,V)ai to other replicas, where V is the set of 

VIEWCHANGE messages it gathered. (We call this a weak view change, as opposed 

to one where a strong quorum of replicas participate which is called a strong view 

change.) If a replica does not receive the NEWVIEW message before the view change 

timer expires, it starts a view change into the next view number. 

It is not necessary to wait for messages from a strong quorum in order to meet 

our eventual consistency specification. However, waiting for these messages helps to 

avoid a situation where some operations are not immediately incorporated into the 

new view, which would later create a divergence that would need to be resolved using 

our merge procedure. Thus it improves the performance of our protocol. 

Each replica locally calculates the initial state for the new view by executing the 

requests contained in V, thereby updating both n and the history chain digest hn. 

The order in which these requests are executed and how the initial state for the 

new view is calculated is related to how we merge divergent states from different 

replicas, so we defer this explanation to Section 5.3.7. Each replica then sends a 
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(VIEWCONFIRM, v + 1, n, hn, i)ai to all others, and once it receives such VIEWCONFIRM 

messages matching in v + 1, n, and h from a weak or a strong quorum (for weak or 

strong view changes, respectively) the replica becomes active in view v + 1 and stops 

processing messages for any prior views. 

The view change protocol allows a set of / + 1 correct but slow replicas to initiate 

a global view change even if there is a set of / + 1 synchronized correct replicas, 

which may affect our liveness guarantees. (In particular, the ability to eventually 

execute weak requests when there is a synchronous set of / + 1 correct servers.) 

We avoid this by prioritizing client requests over view change requests as follows. 

Every replica maintains a set of client requests that it has received but not yet or

dered, i.e., the replica has not yet received an OR for the request from the primary. 

Whenever a replica % receives a message from j related to the view change protocol 

(IHATETHEPRIMARY, VIEWCHANGE, NEW VIEW, or VIEWCONFIRM) for a higher view, 

i first forwards the outstanding requests to the current primary and waits until the 

corresponding ORs are received or a timer expires. For each pending request, if a 

valid OR is received, then the replica sends the corresponding response back to the 

client. Then i processes the original view change related messages from j according 

to the protocol described above. This guarantees that the system makes progress 

even in the presence of continuous view changes caused by the slow replicas in such 

pathological situations. 
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Comparison to Zyzzyva. View changes in Zeno differ from Zyzzyva in the size 

of the quorum required for a view change to succeed: we require / + 1 view change 

messages before a new view can be announced, whereas previous protocols required 

2 / + 1 messages. Moreover, the way a new view message is processed is also different 

in Zeno. Specifically, the start state in a new view must incorporate not only the 

highest CC in the VIEWCHANGE messages, but also all ORDERREQ that appear in 

any VIEWCHANGE message from the previous view. This guarantees that a request is 

incorporated within the state of a new view even if only a single replica reports it; in 

contrast, Zyzzyva and other similar protocols require support from a weak quorum 

for every request moved forward through a view change. This is required in Zeno 

since it is possible that only one replica supports an operation that was executed in 

a weak view and no other non-faulty replica has seen that operation, and because 

bringing such operations to a higher view is needed to ensure that weak requests are 

eventually committed. 

The following sections describe additions to the view change protocols to incor

porate functionality for detecting and merging concurrent histories, which are also 

exclusive to Zeno. 

5.3.6 Detect ing Concurrent Histories 

Concurrent histories (i.e., divergence in the service state) can be formed for several 

reasons. They can occur when the view change logic leads to the presence of two 
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replicas that simultaneously believe they are the primary, and there are a sufficient 

number of other replicas that also share that belief and complete weak operations 

proposed by each primary. This could be the case during a network partition that 

splits the set of replicas into two subsets, each of them containing at least / + 1 

replicas. 

Another possible reason for concurrent histories is that the base history decided 

during a view change may not have the latest committed operations from prior views. 

This is because a view change quorum (a weak quorum) may not share a non-faulty 

replica with prior commitment quorums (strong quorums) and remaining replicas; as 

a result, some committed operations may not appear in VIEWCHANGE messages and, 

therefore, may be missing from the new starting state in the NEW VIEW message. 

Finally, a misbehaving primary can also cause divergence by proposing the same 

sequence numbers for different operations, and forwarding the different choices to 

disjoint sets of replicas. 

Basic Idea. Two request history orderings h\, h\,... and h{,h^,..., present at repli

cas i and j respectively, are called concurrent if there exists a sequence number n such 

that hl
n ^ h?n. Because of the collision resistance of the hash chaining mechanism used 

to produce history digests, this means that the sequence of requests represented by 

the two digests differ as well. A replica compares history digests whenever it receives 

protocol messages such as OR, COMMIT, or CHECKPOINT (described in Section 5.3.8) 

that purport to share the same history as its own. 
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For clarity, we first describe how we detect divergence within a view and then 

discuss detection across views. We defer details pertaining to garbage collection of 

replica state until Section 5.3.8. 

Divergence between replicas in same view 

Suppose replica i is in view Vi, has executed up to sequence number n i ; and 

receives a properly authenticated message (OR, vit rij, hnj,D(REQ),p,s,ND,)(Tp or 

(COMMIT, (OR, vu rij, hnj,D(REQ),p, s, ND, )>7p,j)crj from replica j . 

If rii < rij, i.e., j has executed a request with sequence number rij, 

then the fill-hole mechanism is started, and i receives from j a message 

(OR, v', rii, hni, D ( R E Q ' ) , k, s, ND, ) a k , where v' < Vi and k = primary(v'). 

Otherwise, if rii > rij, both replicas have executed a request with sequence number 

rij and therefore i must have some (OR, v', rij, hnj,D(REQ'), k, s, ND, )„k message in 

its log, where v' < vt and k = primary(v'). 

If the two history digests match (the local hnj or hni, depending on whether 

rii > Kj, and the one received in the message), then the two histories are consistent 

and no concurrency is deduced. 

If instead the two history digests differ, the histories must differ as well. If the 

two OR messages are authenticated by the same primary, together they constitute a 

proof of misbehavior (POM); through an inductive argument it can be shown that the 

primary must have assigned different requests to the same sequence number rij. Such 
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a POM is sufficient to initiate a view change and a merge of histories (Section 5.3.7). 

The case when the two OR messages are authenticated by different primaries 

indicates the existence of divergence, caused for instance by a network partition, and 

we discuss how to handle it next. 

Divergence across views 

Now assume that replica i receives a message from replica j indicating that Vj > V{. 

This could happen due to a partition, during which different subsets changed views 

independently, or due to other network and replica asynchrony. Replica i requests 

the NEWVIEW message for Vj from j . (The case where Vj < vt is similar, with the 

exception that i pushes the NEWVIEW message to j instead.) 

When node i receives and verifies the (NEWVIEW, VJ, V)Cp message, where p is the 

issuing primary of view Vj, node % compares its local history to the sequence of OR 

messages obtained after ordering the OR message present in the NEWVIEW message 

(according to the procedure described in Section 5.3.7). Let ni and rih be the lowest 

and highest sequence numbers of those OR messages, respectively. 

Case 1: [n* < n{\ Replica i is missing future requests, so it sends j a FILLHOLE 

message requesting the OR messages between n, and ni. When these are received, it 

compares the OR message for n» to detect if there was divergence. If so, the replica 

obtained a proof of divergence (POD), consisting of the two OR messages, which it 

can use to initiate a new view change. If not, it executes the operations from n* to ni 
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and ensures that its history after executing ni is consistent with the CC present in 

the NEW VIEW message, and then handles the NEWVIEW message normally and enters 

Vj. If the histories do not match this also constitutes a POD. 

Case 2: [ni < n^ < n^] Replica i must have the corresponding ORDERREQ for 

all requests with sequence numbers between n; and rii and can therefore check if 

its history diverges from that which was used to generate the new view. If it finds 

no divergence, it moves to Vj and calculates the start state based on the NEWVIEW 

message (Section 5.3.5). Otherwise, it generates a, POD and initiates a merge. 

Case 3: [n» > n/J Replica i has corresponding OR messages for all sequence num

bers appearing in the NEWVIEW and can check for divergence. If no divergence is 

found, the replica has executed more requests in a lower view Vi than Vj. Therefore, 

it generates a Proof of Absence (POA), consisting of all OR messages with sequence 

numbers in [n/,?^] and the NEWVIEW message for the higher view, and initiates a 

merge. If divergence is found, i generates a POD and also initiates a merge. 

Like traditional view change protocols, a replica i does not enter Vj if the NEWVIEW 

message for that view did not include all of z's committed requests. This is important 

for the safety properties providing guarantees for strong operations, since it excludes 

a situation where requests could be committed in Vj without seeing previously com

mitted requests. 
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5.3.7 Merging Concurrent Histories 

Once concurrent histories are detected, we need to merge them into a deterministic 

order. The solution we propose is to extend the view change protocol, since many of 

the functionalities required for merging are similar to those required to transfer a set 

of operations across views. 

We extend the view change mechanism so that view changes can be triggered by 

either PODs, POMs or POAs. When a replica obtains a POM, a POD, or a POA 

after detecting divergence, it multicasts a message of the form (POMMSG, V, POM)ai, 

(PODMSG, v, POD)ai, or {POAMSG, V, POA)Ci in addition to the VIEWCHANGE mes

sage for v. Note here that v in POM and POD is one higher than the highest view 

number present in the conflicting ORDERREQ messages, or one higher than the view 

number in the NEW VIEW component in the case of a POA. 

Upon receiving an authentic and valid P O M M S G or P O D M S G or a POAMSG, a 

replica broadcasts a VIEWCHANGE along with the triggering POM, POD, or POA 

message. 

The view change mechanism will eventually lead to the election of a new primary 

that is supposed to multicast a NEWVIEW message. When a node receives such a 

message, it needs to compute the start state for the next view based on the information 

contained in that message. The new start state is calculated by first identifying 

the highest CC present among all VIEWCHANGE messages; this process in turn also 

determines the new base history digest hn for the start sequence number n of the new 
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view. 

But nodes also need to determine how to order the different OR messages that are 

present in the NEWVIEW message but not yet committed. Contained OR messages 

(potentially including concurrent requests) are ordered using a deterministic function 

of the requests that produces a total order for these requests. Having a fixed function 

allows all nodes receiving the NEWVIEW message to easily agree on the final order for 

the concurrent OR present in that message. Alternatively, we could let the primary 

replica propose an ordering, and disseminate it as an additional parameter of the 

NEWVIEW message. 

Replicas receiving the NEWVIEW message then execute the requests in the OR 

messages according to that fixed order, updating their histories and history digests. 

If a replica has already executed some weak operations in an order that differs from 

the new ordering, it first rolls back the application state to the state of the last 

checkpoint (Section 5.3.8) and executes all operations after the checkpoint, starting 

with committed requests and then with the weak requests ordered by the NEWVIEW 

message. Finally, the replica broadcasts a VIEWCONFIRM message. As mentioned, 

when a replica collects matching (at least / + 1 in a weak view, at least 2 / + 1 in a 

strong view) VIEWCONFIRM messages on v, n, and hn it becomes active in the new 

view. 

Our merge procedure re-executes the concurrent operations sequentially, without 

running any additional or alternative application-specific conflict resolution proce-
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dure. This makes the merge algorithm slightly simpler, but requires the client oper

ations to contain enough information to identify and resolve concurrent operations. 

This is similar to the design choice made by Bayou [83] where special concurrency 

detection and merge procedure are part of each service operation, enabling servers to 

automatically detect and resolve conflicts. 

Limiting the number of merge operations. A faulty replica can trigger multiple 

merges by producing a new POM for each conflicting request in the same view, 

or generating PODs for requests in old views where the faulty replica itself or a 

colluding replica was the primary. To avoid this potential performance problem, 

replicas remember the last POD, POM, or a POA every other replica initiated, and 

reject a POM/POD/POA from the same or a lower view coming from that replica. 

This ensures that a faulty replica can initiate a POD/POM/POA only once from each 

view it participated in. This, as we show in Section 5.4, helps establish our liveness 

properties. 

Recap comparison to Zyzzyva. Zeno's view changes motivate our removal of the 

single-phase Zyzzyva optimization for the following reason. Suppose a strong client 

request REQ was executed (and committed) at sequence number n at 3 / + 1 replicas. 

Now suppose there was a weak view change, the new primary is faulty, and only / + 1 

replicas are available. A faulty replica among these / + 1 replicas has the option of 

reporting REQ in a different order in its VIEWCHANGE message, which enables the 
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primary to order REQ arbitrarily in its NEWVIEW message; this is possible because 

only a single—potentially faulty—replica need report any request during a Zeno view 

change. This means that linearizability is violated for this strong, committed request 

REQ. Although it may be possible to design a more involved view change to preserve 

such orderings, we chose to keep things simple instead. As our results show, in many 

settings where eventual consistency is sufficient for weak operations, our availability 

under partitions trumps any benefits from increased throughput due to the Zyzzyva's 

optimized single-phase request commitment. 

5.3.8 Garbage Collection 

The protocol we have presented so far has two important shortcomings: the protocol 

state grows unboundedly, and weak requests are never committed unless they are 

followed by a strong request. 

To address these issues, Zeno periodically takes checkpoints, garbage collecting its 

logs of requests and forcing weak requests to be committed. 

When a replica receives an ORDERREQ message from the primary for sequence 

number M, it checks if M mod CHKPJNTERVAL = 0. If so, it broadcasts the 

COMMIT message corresponding to M to other replicas. Once a replica receives 2 / + 1 

COMMIT messages matching in v, M, and KM, it creates the commit certificate for 

sequence number M. It then sends a (CHECKPOINT, V, M, IIM, App)<Tj to all other 

replicas. The App is a snapshot of the application state after executing requests 
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upto and including M. When it receives / + 1 matching CHECKPOINT messages, it 

considers the checkpoint stable, stores this proof, and discards all ordered requests 

with sequence number lower than n along with their corresponding client requests. 

Also, in case the checkpoint procedure is not run within the interval of T C H K P 

time units, and a replica has any ordered requests that have not yet been committed, 

the replica also initiates the commit step of the checkpoint procedure. This is done to 

make sure that pending ordered requests are committed when the service experiences 

low load, e.g., due to a small number of clients, and the sequence numbers grow very 

slowly. 

Our checkpoint procedure described so far poses a challenge to the protocol for 

detecting concurrent histories. Once old requests have been garbage-collected, there 

is no way to verify, in the case of a slow replica (or a malicious replica pretending 

to be slow) that presents an old request, if that request has been committed at that 

sequence number or if there is divergence. 

To address this, clients send sequential timestamps to uniquely identify each one of 

their own operations, and we added a list of per-client timestamps to the checkpoint 

messages, representing the maximum operation each client has executed up to the 

checkpoint. This is in contrast with previous BFT replication protocols, including 

Zyzzyva, where clients identified operations using timestamps obtained by reading 

their local clocks. Concretely, a replica sends (CHECKPOINT, V, M, IIM, App, CSet)ap 

where CSet is a vector of (c, t) tuples, where t is the timestamp of the last committed 
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operation from c. 

Sequential timestamps in requests allows us to detect concurrent requests, even if 

some of the replicas have garbage-collected that request. Suppose a replica i receives 

an OR with sequence number n that corresponds to client c's request with timestamp 

t\. Replica i first obtains the timestamp of the last executed operation of c in the 

highest checkpoint tc—CSet[c]. If ti < tc, then there is no divergence since the client 

request with timestamp t\ has already been committed. But if t\ > ic, then we need 

to check if some other request was assigned n, providing a proof of divergence. If 

n < M, then the CHECKPOINT and the OR form a POD since some other request was 

assigned n. Otherwise, we can perform the regular conflict detection procedure to 

identify concurrency (see Section 5.3.6). 

Note that our checkpoints become stable only when there are at least 2 / + 1 

replicas that are able to agree. In the presence of partitions or other unreachability 

situations where only weak quorums can talk to each other, it may not be possible to 

gather a checkpoint, which implies that Zeno must either allow the state concerning 

tentative operations to grow without bounds, or weaken its liveness guarantees. In 

our current protocol we chose the latter, and so replicas stop participating once they 

reach a maximum number of tentative operations they can execute, which could be 

determined based on their available storage resources (memory as well as the disk 

space). Garbage collecting weak operations and the resulting impact on conflict 

detection remains as future work. 
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5.4 Correctness 

In this section, we sketch the proof that Zeno satisfies the safety as well as liveness 

properties specified in Section 5.2. 

5.4.1 Safety 

In Zeno, a (weak or strong) response is based on identical histories of at least / + 1 

replicas, and, thus, at least one of these histories belongs to a correct replica. Hence, 

in the case that our garbage collection scheme is not initiated, we can reformulate the 

safety requirements as follows: (S i ) the local history maintained by a correct replica 

consists of a prefix of committed requests extended with a sequence of speculative 

requests, where no request appears twice, (S2) a request associated with a correct 

client c appears in a history at a correct replica only if c has previously issued the 

request, (S3) the committed prefixes of histories at every two correct replicas are 

related by containment, and (S4) at any time, the number of conflicting histories 

maintained at correct replica does not exceed maxhist = [(N — / ' ) / ( / — / ' + 1)J, 

where / ' is the number of currently failed replicas and N is the total number of 

replicas required to tolerate a maximum of / faulty replicas. Here we say that two 

histories are conflicting if neither of them is a prefix of the other. 

Properties (SI) and (S2) are implied by the state maintenance mechanism of 

our protocol and the fact that only properly signed requests are put in a history by 

a correct replica. The special case when a prefix of a history is hidden behind a 
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checkpoint is discussed later. 

A committed prefix of a history maintained at a correct replica can only be mod

ified by a commitment of a new request or a merge operation. The sub-protocol of 

Zeno responsible for committing requests is analogous to the two-phase conservative 

commitment in Zyzzyva [51], and, similarly, guarantees that all committed requests 

are totally ordered. When two histories are merged at a correct replica, the resulting 

history adopts the longest committed prefix of the two histories. Thus, inductively, 

the. committed prefixes of all histories maintained at correct replicas are related by 

containment (S3). 

Now suppose that at a given time, the number of conflicting histories maintained 

at correct replicas is more than maxhist. Our weak quorum mechanism guarantees 

that each history maintained at a correct process is supported by at least / + 1 dis

tinct processes (through sending SPECREPLY and REPLY messages). A correct process 

cannot concurrently acknowledge two conflicting histories. But when / ' replicas are 

faulty, there can be at most [(n — / ' ) / ( / — / ' + 1)J s e* s of / + 1 replicas that are 

disjoint in the set of correct ones. Thus, at least one correct replica acknowledged 

two conflicting histories — a contradiction establishes (S4). 

Checkpointing. We now argue that our garbage collection scheme does not affect 

property (S i ) . Each round of garbage collection produces a checkpoint that contains 

the latest committed service state and the logical timestamp of the latest committed 

operation of every client. No correct replica agrees to commit a request from a client 
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unless all of its preceding requests (with timestamp lower than the timestamp of the 

committed request) are already executed. If a replica receives an ordered request of 

a client c corresponding to a sequence number preceding the sequence number of the 

checkpoint, and the timestamp of this request is no later than the last committed 

request of c, then the replica simply ignores the request, concluding that the request 

is already committed. Hence, no request can appear in a local history twice. 

5.4.2 Liveness 

To show that Zeno complies with the liveness properties, we first establish that every 

weak request issued by a correct client is complete if a weak quorum of correct replicas 

is eventually synchronous, and then we show how the existence of a strong eventually 

synchronous quorum implies that each weakly complete request or a strong request 

issued by a correct client is committed. We assume that correct replicas and clients 

can eventually reliably communicate. 

Weak partitions 

Consider II', an eventually synchronous set of / + 1 correct replicas and let client 

c issue a weak request (o, 0, t, c). By contradiction, suppose that property (LI) 

does not hold, i.e., the client's request never completes. By the client's protocol, c 

keeps periodically rebroadcasting the request until it receives at least / + 1 matching 

responses from distinct replicas. Recall that correct clients are well formed. Thus, 

c has earlier completed all requests with timestamps f < t. Since every complete 
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request involves at least one correct replica, we know that at least one correct replica 

stored the corresponding ordered requests in its local history. Periodic exchanges of 

SPECREPLY messages (e.g., during checkpoints) ensure that all such ordered requests 

will eventually reach every correct replica in II'. 

Now consider time to after which II' becomes synchronous, i.e., after i0> round-trip 

delays between every two correct replicas in II' do not exceed A. 

View changes for non-responsive partitions. By the replica's protocol, each 

correct replica that receives the request forwards it to the primary of its current view 

and sets the timer. If the timer expires before the corresponding ordered request is 

received from the primary (which can only happen after to if the primary is faulty), 

the replica initiates a view change protocol. If no correct replica in II' received the 

ordered request on time, then at least / + 1 correct replicas in II' will commit to 

a view change. Otherwise, if at least one correct replica in II' received the ordered 

request, then every correct replica will receive the ordered request in the current view 

since correct replicas can obtain the OR corresponding to a request from other correct 

replicas. Thus, either every correct replica in II' will send a speculative response to 

c (based on the history proposed by the primary), or every correct replica in II' will 

switch to the next view. In the former case, since c never completes its request, / + 1 

speculative responses received by c do not match, which constitutes a POM (proof of 

misbehavior) against the primary and will be used as a basis for a view change. 

Thus, as long as c does not complete its operation, the partition goes through 
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consecutive view changes. Now we need to show that the view changes do not in

definitely prevent replicas in II' from making progress. We observe first that, since 

primaries are assigned to views in a round-robin fashion, the correct replicas in II' 

will eventually reach a view whose primary is correct. But what about faulty or stale 

replicas with conflicting histories? Can they cause a view change even when the cur

rent primary is correct? In fact, the answer is yes, but we show below that they can 

only cause a bounded number of such view changes. 

View changes for divergent histories. When a replica i finds out that another 

replica j is in a fresher view v, i adopts v as its view and tries to reconcile the 

histories. If, after adopting the most recent commit certificate n, i realizes that 

the same sequence number n' > n is assigned to two different (not yet committed) 

requests at i and j , it can use this as evidence for a view change. 

However, such evidence can be used at most once per view: different requests 

assigned to the same sequence number by the same primary (or different primary) 

appear as a POM, POAj or POD. Furthermore, once two divergent histories from 

i and j are used as evidence for a view change in a given view v (these divergent 

histories are part of POM, POA, or or POD message), histories of i and j in previous 

views are ignored. Thus, eventually, faulty and stale replicas will run out of pieces 

of evidence and the correct replicas in II' will reach a view with a correct primary 

in II'. Since each correct replica maintains a set of received but not yet processed 

clients' requests that eventually include the request of c, and always tries to process 
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the requests before taking part in a view change, the outstanding request of c will 

reach the primary in II', the primary will generate an ordered request that will be 

sustained by at least / + 1 replicas in a timely manner, and at least / + 1 matching 

responses will reach the client — a contradiction. Hence, (L i ) is ensured. 

Strong and weakly complete requests 

Finally, consider a time after which a "strong" quorum II' containing 2 / + 1 correct 

replicas becomes synchronous. Assume, by contradiction, that some strong or weakly 

complete request (o, s, t, c) never gets committed. First, since a correct client keeps 

retransmitting a request until it is complete, our protocol ensures that an ordered re

quest containing (o, s, t, c) is eventually adopted by some correct replica. Eventually, 

the ordered request will reach every correct replica in II', e.g., during checkpointing or 

merge operations. As long as the set of ordered but not yet committed requests is not 

empty, correct replicas will periodically initiate the checkpointing sub-protocol in or

der to commit these requests. As we showed above, all correct replicas in the partition 

will eventually stabilize at the same view with a correct primary. Thus, eventually, 

2 / + 1 correct replicas will succeed in committing all outstanding ordered requests 

proposed by the primary and these requests will include (o,t,c)—a contradiction. 

Hence, (L2) is ensured. 
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Chapter 6 

Non-PKI based Zeno 

In this chapter, we describe a version of Zeno that uses MACs in the normal case 

operation (i.e., for authenticating REQUEST, REPLY, ORDERREQ, COMMIT, and CHECK

POINT messages) but continues to use PKI based signatures for the view change mes

sages. Using MACs in the normal case operation affects the request processing, 

conflict detection, merge, and view change logic. We describe these modifications in 

this chapter. 

6.1 Request validity proof 

A common problem in MAC based protocols is verifying client requests. For exam

ple, a faulty client can carefully construct an authenticator that only verifies at the 

primary replica. Such a request will be assigned a sequence number by the correct 

primary, but will not be verified by other replicas and hence will be dropped. Unfor

tunately, it is impossible to detect if the corrupted authenticator is due to a faulty 

primary or a faulty client. Existing protocols provide mechanisms to deal with such 

requests. At a high level, these mechanisms ensure that all non-faulty replicas either 

pick the same request for execution at a sequence number or all decide to choose 

a special no-op operation. Since Zeno is based on Zyzzyva, we use the mechanism 
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proposed by Zyzzyva [49]. 

Briefly, the mechanism works as follows. If a replica is unable to verify a client 

request, it requests an authentication proof from the primary. The primary responds 

with a proof, which can be one of the following: 

1. same request signed using PKI by the client 

2. a validity proof, consisting of PKI signatures from / + 1 replicas that have 

correctly verified the client request 

3. an invalidity proof, consisting of PKI signatures from 2 / + 1 replicas, out of 

which only / or less replicas correctly verified the client request 

If the primary does not possess this proof, the primary asks all replicas to check 

if they can verify the client request. If a replica can correctly verify the request, it 

sends a PKI signed message to the primary to confirm the validity of the request, 

otherwise it responds with an "authentication failure" message, also signed with PKI. 

The primary receives these responses, constructs the proof, and sends the proof to all 

replicas. All correct replicas make identical decisions based on the proof sent by the 

primary. If the primary is faulty and sends two different authentication proofs, other 

replicas initiate a view change. 

Using MACs in the normal case also affects the specification of our service in the 

following way. Suppose a faulty client sends a request to a weak partition with a 

corrupted authenticator such that the request verifies only at ( / + 1) replicas, out of 
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which only one is non-faulty. That correct replica will be responsible for forwarding 

the request to other replicas during future merges. However, since the authenticator 

is corrupted, the request will not verify at other non-faulty replicas, causing it to be 

dropped by Zeno during subsequent merges. Therefore, it is possible for requests from 

faulty clients to appear in the tentative history but to disappear from the linearized 

history of the service. In contrast, requests from correct clients will always appear in 

the linearized history of the service. 

Similarly, the liveness property of Zeno is modified as follows: 

(L2') If there exists an eventually synchronous set of 2 / + 1 correct servers II', then 

every weakly complete request issued by a correct client or a strong request 

issued by a correct client is eventually committed. 

Recall that in the PKI-based Zeno, every weakly completed request from faulty clients 

were also guaranteed to be eventually committed. 

6.2 Reply and Commit Messages 

We now describe the modification to how replicas construct reply and commit mes

sages. First, backup replicas do not include the OR in REPLY messages. Second, 

backup replicas also do not include the OR in the COMMIT message. Both are due to 

the inherent weakness of MACs—even if a replica or a client detects misbehavior of 

the primary, others may not be able to verify it. These modifications are identical to 

how Zyzzyva operates when using MACs. 
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6.3 Conflict Detection 

The conflict detection procedure in the PKI version has three subcases: (i) Proof 

of Misbehavior (POM), (ii) Proof of Divergence (POD), and (hi) Proof of Absence 

(POA). Below, we consider the implications of using MACs on these subcases and 

show that POM/POD/POA do not guarantee that conflicts will be detected. 

P O M / P O D A POM (POD) essentially consists of two OR messages for the same 

sequence number that are sent by the same (different) primary and that have been as

signed different requests. With PKI, if one non-faulty replica collects a POM (POD), 

it can convince other non-faulty replicas of the primary's misbehavior and trigger a 

merge. Unfortunately, MACs do not provide this capability since an OR that con

flicts with the local OR stored at a replica may not verify correctly at the replica. 

Therefore, a faulty primary can keep non-faulty replicas from detecting divergence 

and no POM (POD) is generated by any non-faulty replica. Even if a non-faulty 

replica is able to generate a POM (POD), we can not guarantee that other non-faulty 

replicas will generate the identical POM (POD) since the conflicting OR's may not 

verify at all non-faulty replicas. 

POA Since a POA contains the ORs from an earlier view that spans the ORs con

tained in the NEWVIEW message, the ORs in the POA may not verify correctly at other 

non-faulty replicas. Therefore, POAs also share the same problem as POM/PODs. 
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6.3.1 MAC-based conflict detection 

We now present a new conflict resolution procedure that works with MACs. 

Overview In traditional BFT protocols, if replicas are unable to commit requests, 

they can trigger a view change. This is important for detecting a faulty primary that 

sends either a divergent history in ORs or sends ORs that do not correctly verify at 

correct replicas. By checking that at least 2 / + 1 replicas have verified and received 

identical history in the ORs, existing protocols ensure that a faulty primary that 

sends corrupted MACs or inconsistent ORs is eventually replaced. At a high level, 

we use a similar idea to detect conflicts. In a strong partition, replicas check if they 

can commit requests. Otherwise, non-faulty replicas suspect divergence and initiate a 

view change. In a weak partition, replicas check if the history in the OR they received 

from the primary matches the history present in the OR received by all other replicas 

in the partition. Otherwise, non-faulty replicas suspect divergence and initiate a view 

change. 

Divergence in the same view Suppose replica i in view v* receives a message 

m from replica j for sequence number n and view v,-. Here, m is either an OR or a 

COMMIT. 

Algorithm 1 presents the logic for detecting conflicts within the same view, i.e., 

Vi = Vj. 

Each replica maintains two two-dimensional arrays, matchingHistory and 
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divergentHistory, to detect conflicts. We first describe how these arrays are initial

ized. When a replica receives an OR from the primary with id k for n, it stores the 

OR in matchingHistory [n] [k]. 

If a replica expects to commit at n, e.g., for generating a checkpoint at n 

or when the request assigned to n is a strong operation, then the S[n] timer is 

started. When a replica i sends a COMMIT message, it stores the COMMIT message in 

matchingHistory [n] [ i ] . When a replica receives a COMMIT message from replica j 

with a history chain digest identical to the history chain digest it has received from the 

primary in the OR for n, the replica stores the message in matchingHistory [n] [ j ] . 

If an OR sent by the same primary but with a different history is received, then the 

primary is faulty, and the replica initiates a view change. If a COMMIT is received 

from another replica with a different history, then the replica stores the message in 

divergentHistory[n] [ j ] . 

When the 5[n] timer expires, replicas calculate the size of these arrays. Let 

|mat chingHi s to ry [n]. |=M, meaning that M replicas share a matching history for 

sequence number n. Let |divergentHistory[n] \=D, meaning that D replicas have 

divergent histories for n. Let C = M + D, which represents the total number of other 

replicas a local replica is able to communicate with within a 6 time period. Then, the 

replica checks that: 

1. M > (2 / + 1) / / which implies C > (2 / + 1) 

2. (C < 2 / + 1)A (D == 0) 
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If either of these conditions is satisfied, the replica concludes that there is no 

divergence. Otherwise, the replica suspects divergence and initiates a view change. 

A careful reader will ask: why do we have the <5 timer and the condition on M 

and D in the MAC-version of the protocol, compared to conflict detection in the 

PKI version, where a simple comparison of the history chain digest was enough? 

The reason is intimately tied to the weaker properties of MACs compared to PKI 

signatures. We rely on our synchrony assumption to ensure that, within the 5 time 

period, every pair of non-faulty replicas can communicate with each other. If there 

is divergence in the history of non-faulty replicas, neither of the above conditions 

will hold, causing a view change to be initiated, and hence a merge of the divergent 

histories. 

We now look at these conditions in detail: 

1. Assume that all non-faulty ( 2 / + 1 or more) replicas in a partition can eventually 

communicate with each other within a S time period. For committing requests, 

the 2 / COMMIT messages sent by replicas must match the OR that the primary 

sent, for a total of 2 / + 1 replicas with matching history. Otherwise, requests can 

not be committed because of divergence in the history of non-faulty replicas and 

a view change must be initiated. Therefore, M > 2 / + 1 and hence C > 2 / + 1 . 

2. Assume that fewer than 2 / + 1 non-faulty replicas can eventually communicate 

with each other within a S time period (a weak partition). To guarantee progress 

for weak operations, we require at least / + 1 non-faulty replicas. However, if 
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Algorithm 1 Divergence in the same view (VJ = Vj) 

1: //m is either an OR or a COMMIT message from replica j 

2: if m is not properly authenticated then 

3: Return. 

4: / / Assume i 's highest sequence number 

^9 ^highest 

5: if n > nhighest then 

6: Multicast fillHole for [n/jjp/jesj + 1, n]. Return. 

7: else 

8: / / We must have the ORDERREQ forn. Call it vrii 

9: if m is OR then 

10: / / Compare histories to detect divergence 

11: if m.h. ^ m^.h then 

12: / * History is divergent. Both OR's are sent by same primary.*/ 

13: Initiate view change. Return. 

14: if m is COMMIT then 

15: if m.h / nij.h then 

16: / * History is divergent. OR and COMMIT are sent by different replicas. 

Therefore, does not prove that primary is faulty. */ 

17: Store m in divergentHistory[n] [ j ] . . 

18: else 

19: Store m in matchingHistory[n] [ j ] , //History matches 
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the primary is faulty, it can send divergent histories in the OR's to different 

replicas, which will cause the reply from / + 1 non-faulty replicas to not match, 

and therefore prevent the weak operations from completing at clients. 

By insisting that D =— 0, we require that all reachable replicas have an identical 

history. In a synchronous weak partition, this condition ensures that divergence 

introduced by a faulty primary will be detected and a view change initiated. 

Note that it is also necessary to require D = = 0. It is not sufficient to have 

M > / + 1 in a weak partition (C < 2 / + 1 ) . To see this, consider the case where 

out of / + 1 replicas that have matching histories, / are faulty. These faulty 

replicas may not respond, preventing the client from receiving / + 1 matching 

replies, which violates our liveness requirement LI . Ensuring that no divergence 

exists among replicas during a weak partition prevents this problem. 

However, requiring identical history at all replicas introduces a potential perfor

mance problem. Suppose a faulty replica sends a COMMIT with a history that is 

divergent from the history sent by the correct primary. The non-faulty replicas 

will suspect the correct primary to be faulty and trigger a view change, even 

when the primary is correct. The view change affects performance but does 

not violate the liveness guarantee since Zeno makes progress in between view 

changes (Section 6.4). 
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Divergence across views So far we have presented the conflict detection pro

cedure for replicas in the same view. Now consider the case where replicas are in 

different views (Algorithm 2). When replica i receives a message m from replica j , 

it checks if the remote view in m is higher than the local view. If so, i requests the 

NEWVIEW from j . If the local view is higher, on the other hand, then i sends the local 

NEW VIEW to j . When a replica receives the NEWVIEW message for a higher view, it 

verifies the message, and then moves to the higher view. At this point, the replica 

removes all previous state for conflict detection; i.e, it clears matchingHistoryD [] 

and divergentHistory[] [ ] , cancels the S\\ timers, and proceeds according to the 

merge procedure described in Section 6.5. Note that it is safe to discard these arrays 

and timers since, once / + 1 non-faulty replicas are synchronous in the same view, 

any divergence will be detected using the procedure for detecting divergence in the 

same view. 

Algorithm 2 Divergence across views (vj ^ Vj) 

1: // m is either an OR or a COMMIT message 

2: if m is not properly authenticated then 

3: Return. 

4: if Vj > Vj then 

5: Ask for NEWVIEW message. Return. 

6: if Vj < Vj then 

7: Send our NEWVIEW message. Return. 
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6.3.2 Impact on safety 

The safety guarantee of Zeno for strong operation still holds since the conflict detec

tion protocol described above does not change how replicas commit operations. 

The argument of safety for weak operations directly follows the argument in the 

PKI version. The weak operations still require at least / + 1 matching replies. A 

non-faulty replica does not maintain two concurrent histories, therefore, at most 

maxhist = [,"~i|i,,j concurrent histories can exist in the presence of / ' faulty replicas. 

6.3.3 Impact on liveness 

With respect to liveness, we need to argue that, when a faulty primary introduces 

conflicts, eventually, the conflicts are detected and view change is initiated. Also, we 

need to argue that progress is made when the primary is non-faulty. 

Same view Assume that all replicas are in the same view. We need to ensure that: 

(i) view changes are initiated for the faulty primary in a strong partition, (ii) view 

changes are initiated for the faulty primary in a weak partition, and (iii) progress is 

made when the primary is non-faulty. 

1. Assume an eventually synchronous strong partition with at least 2 / + 1 non-

faulty replicas and a faulty primary. If replicas are unable to commit operations, 

then M < 2 / + 1, since otherwise replicas will be able to commit requests. 

Hence, if there is divergence, correct replicas will initiate a view change. 
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2. Assume an eventually synchronous weak partition with at least / + 1 correct 

replicas and a faulty primary. Suppose a correct client does not receive / + 1 

matching replies. When replicas exchange the COMMIT messages (e.g., during 

the checkpoint interval), correct replicas will obtain at least one COMMIT mes

sage that does not match the history it received in the OR from the primary. 

This ensures that D > 0, causing all correct replicas in the weak partition to 

initiate a view change. 

3. Assume an eventually synchronous weak partition with at least / + 1 correct 

replicas, the primary is correct, and at least one replica is faulty. A faulty replica 

can send a COMMIT message with history that diverges with the history sent by 

the correct primary. This will cause D to be greater than 0, triggering the non-

faulty replicas to initiate a weak view change. However, replicas give priority to 

completing ORs in the same view before processing the view change messages 

(see Section 5.3.5). Therefore, even though faulty replicas can cause continuous 

view changes in a weak partition, Zeno makes progress as long as / + 1 non-faulty 

replicas are synchronous and hence maintains its liveness guarantee. 

Different views We have so far seen that a faulty primary will be eventually 

replaced as long as enough non-faulty replicas are in the same view and synchronous. 

Now consider the case where replicas are in different views. In this case, replicas from 

the lower view will request the NEWVIEW message but will continue to operate in their 
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current view. Once a NEW VIEW message is received, a replica can immediately check 

its validity (since it is signed using PKI), and move to the higher view. If there are 

at least / + 1 non-faulty replicas in a synchronous partition, each non-faulty replica 

will move to the highest view of any given non-faulty replica. At that point, if the 

primary is correct, the weak operations can complete or divergence will be detected 

and a view change triggered. 

6.4 View change 

Since Zeno is based on Zyzzyva, we first describe Zyzzyva's view change protocol when 

MACs are used in the normal case. Note that the view change protocol messages are 

signed using PKI signatures. 

6.4.1 View Change in Zyzzyva 

When a replica suspects the current primary to be faulty, it sends a IHATETHEPRI-

MARY message to all other replicas. Once replica i receives / + 1 IHATETHEPRIMARY 

messages, it gathers a proof for its local commit certificate (CC) and checkpoint cer

tificate by requesting all other replicas to send their signature for the highest CC 

and the checkpoint that replica i locally possesses. If replica j has received an order 

request for the specified CC, then it replies with a signature for that order request. If 

replica j has sent the checkpoint message previously then j responds with a signature 

for that checkpoint. Replica i considers / + 1 signatures to complete the commit 
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and the checkpoint certificate proofs. Once replica i has these proofs, it sends a view 

change message to the new primary. 

The new primary waits to receive 2 / + 1 non-conflicting view change messages. 

Two view change messages are conflicting if they contain CC proofs for different 

requests at the same sequence number. Since CC proposed by non-faulty replicas do 

not conflict, and if the wait time is sufficiently long, a non-faulty primary will obtain 

2 / + 1 non-conflicting view change messages. 

The new primary then constructs a NEW VIEW message based on the 2 / +• 1 non-

conflicting view change messages and sends it to other replicas. 

6.4.2 Challenge for Zeno 

For strong partitions, Zeno keeps the structure of the view change similar to Zyzzyva. 

However, view changes in weak partitions are challenging. Recall that a non-faulty 

replica waits to receive at least / + 1 proofs (including its own) for its CC and the 

checkpoint before sending a VIEWCHANGE message. This poses a challenge for weak 

partitions with less than 2 / + 1 non-faulty replicas. In this situation, a replica with 

the highest CC may not obtain a proof since the remaining non-faulty replicas in 

the partition may not have received the ordering corresponding to the CC and other 

replicas could be faulty and not respond. Therefore, the new primary may not get 

enough view change messages to construct the NEWVIEW message, compromising the 

liveness of the view change protocol. 
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Solution The eventual consistency guarantee provided by Zeno in a weak partition 

offers an opportunity to design a new view change protocol that is live. We introduce 

the following three changes in the view change logic described earlier. 

1. Like Zyzzyva, before sending the VIEWCHANGE message, a replica requests a 

proof of its local CC and checkpoint message from other replicas. However, 

unlike Zyzzyva, a replica starts a timer for 6 time after sending the request for 

the proof. A replica then sends the view change message if either it has received 

the proof or if the 5 timer expired (even if has not yet received the requested 

proofs). This relaxation is crucial for view change to be live and is sufficient for 

eventual consistency semantics, as described below in Section 6.4.3. 

2. The new primary selects the / + 1 non-conflicting view change messages to 

construct the NEWVIEW message. (This is based on the observation that view 

change messages sent by non-faulty replicas do not conflict.) Hence, eventually, 

a new primary will be able to send a NEWVIEW message. Note that there may 

not be a proof of the highest CC and checkpoint message in the NEWVIEW 

message. 

3. A replica that possesses a CC that is conflicting with the CC picked in the new 

weak view does not participate in the weak view and continues to send view 

change messages for the next view. This ensures that committed operations are 

not lost across view changes. 
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Dealing with strong operations in a weak partition In a weak partition, 

strong operations can not be completed. A client will therefore keep retransmitting 

the strong operation. In a traditional BFT protocol, such retransmissions will lead to 

continuous view changes. In Zeno, however, we must avoid these view changes since 

weak operations must complete efficiently even in a weak partition. When a strong 

operation is received and ordered by the primary, replicas start the commit phase by 

sending a COMMIT message. The conflict detection mechanism described earlier is also 

triggered whenever replicas intend to commit an operation. If a conflict is detected, 

view change is triggered. Otherwise, if no conflict is detected, the retransmission is 

neglected and un-necessary view changes are avoided. 

However, if the operation is not yet ordered, the usual logic is followed, i.e., 

a replica forwards the operation to the primary and starts the IHATETHEPRIMARY 

timer. If an ordering is not received before the timer expires, a replica sends the 

IHATETHEPRIMARY message to all replicas. 

6.4.3 Impac t on safety 

We argue that the safety of strong operations is not affected by weak view changes. 

The reason is that a non-faulty replica never replaces its own CC with a conflicting 

CC. Therefore, the correct replicas that participated in a commit operation ensure 

that the order of the committed operation does not change across weak view changes. 

The argument of safety for weak operations directly follows the argument in the 
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PKI version. The weak operations still require at least / + 1 matching replies. A 

non-faulty replica does not maintain two concurrent histories, therefore, at most 

maxhist = [ ,"~j_|j,ij concurrent histories in the presence of / ' faulty replicas. 

6.4.4 Impact on liveness 

Suppose a client is unable to complete its weak operations. If the primary is faulty and 

is introducing conflicts, the conflict detection procedure described in Section 6.3.1 will 

eventually detect the conflict and initiate a view change. If the primary is dropping 

requests or is silent, traditional mechanisms will initiate a view change. Now we argue 

that the weak view change protocol is live. 

Assume an eventually synchronous weak partition and that a non-faulty replica 

becomes the primary for the next view. Each of the non-faulty replicas will either 

receive the proof of their CC and checkpoint or timeout and sends the VIEWCHANGE 

message to the primary. Therefore, the new primary will be able to receive at least / + 

1 view change messages that do not conflict with each other and sends the NEW VIEW 

message. (Recall that the view change message sent by non-faulty replicas do not 

conflict with each other.) 

Assume an eventually synchronous weak partition and that a faulty replica be

comes the primary and sends a NEWVIEW message that conflicts with the highest CC 

of a correct replica. That correct replica will not participate in the new view. If the 

view is live, i.e., the faulty primary assigns consistent ordering to weak operations, 
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the weak operations will be completed. (Although, it is possible that the highest CC 

is not incorporated in this view.) Otherwise, more view changes will be triggered and 

eventually a non-faulty replica will be elected as the primary. 

We now argue that, in an eventually synchronous weak partition, retransmissions 

of strong operations by correct clients can not cause continuous view changes if none 

of the replicas are faulty. (Recall that a faulty replica can cause continuous view 

changes in a weak partition, as noted above, but progress is made in-between view 

changes.) If none of the replicas are faulty, the conflict detection at the commit time 

(e.g., for checkpoint interval) will find that D = 0. This in turn ensures that none of 

the replicas initiates a view change and the retransmission of the strong operation is 

neglected. 

Finally, we argue that while a faulty replica in a weak partition can trigger contin

uous view changes, Zeno makes progress in between such view changes. The argument 

is similar to Section 6.3.3. 

6.5 Merge 

Here, we describe how replicas merge operations that they have weakly completed but 

not yet committed, for example the operations that were completed in a weak par

tition. Each non-faulty replica maintains a buffer, tenta t ive_req, of client requests 

that it correctly verified but that have not yet committed. Whenever a replica moves 

to a higher view, either by participating in a view change protocol or via obtaining 
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a NEWVIEW message, it sends the requests in t en ta t ive_req buffer to all replicas. 

Once a request, is committed or dropped (when a proof of its unauthenticability is 

obtained, see Section 6.1), the replica removes the request from the ten ta t ive_req 

buffer. 

Liveness of weak operations Now we argue that Zeno preserves the liveness of 

weak operations (L2'). Recall that for eventual consistency, each weakly complete 

operation from a non-faulty client must get committed eventually. The merge pro

cedure described above ensures that every weakly completed operation is forwarded 

to all correct replicas. Since the request is sent by a correct client, it has a correct 

authenticator, and therefore it will be correctly verified at other non-faulty replicas. 

Replicas will wait for a timeout and then forward the request to the current primary 

if the request is not already ordered. The checkpoint protocol is periodically initi

ated, ensuring that operations are committed. If the current primary is faulty, it will 

be replaced eventually by a correct primary as per the conflict detection and view 

change protocol. Once a non-faulty replica is elected as the primary, the commits 

will succeed and weak operations will appear in the committed history. 
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Chapter 7 

Performance Evaluation of Zeno 

We built an early prototype of Zeno in BFTSim as well as a C + + implementation by 

extending the publicly available Zyzzyva source code [52]. We were able to build the 

prototype in BFTSim in less than two weeks of implementation effort. The performance 

trends we obtained by evaluating the BFTSim implementation matched the results 

we obtained by evaluating the C + + implementation. This supports our claim that 

BFTSim is a great tool to quickly prototype and understand the performance trends 

of BFT protocols. In this chapter; we focus on the results obtained by evaluating the 

C + + implementation of Zeno that uses MACs in the normal case. 

Our evaluation tries to answer the following questions: (1) Does Zeno incur more 

overhead than existing protocols in the normal case? (2) Does Zeno provide higher 

availability compared to existing protocols when there are more than / unreachable 

nodes? (3) What is the cost of merges? 

This chapter is organized as follows. We start by presenting the experimental 

setup in Section 7.1. We present the results of our experiments in Section 7.2 and 

conclude in Section 7.3. 
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7.1 Experimental Setup 

We set / = 1, and the minimum number of replicas to tolerate it, N — 3 / + 1 = 4. We 

vary the number of clients to increase load. Each physical machine has a dual-core 

2.8 GHz AMD processor with 4GB of memory, running a 2.6.20 Linux kernel. Each 

replica runs on a dedicated physical machine. Up to ten clients run on one physical 

machine. We use Modelnet [85] to simulate a network topology consisting of two hubs 

connected via a bi-directional link unless otherwise stated. Each hub has two servers 

in all of our experiments but the client location varies as per the experiment. Each 

link has one-way latency of 1 ms and a 100 Mbps bandwidth. 

Transport protocols. Zyzzyva, like PBFT, uses multicast to reduce the cost of 

sending operations from clients to all replicas, so it uses UDP as a transport protocol 

and implements a simple backoff and retry policy to handle message loss. This is 

not optimized for periods of congestion and high message loss, such as those we 

anticipate during merges when the replicas that were partitioned need to bring each 

other up-to-date. To address this, Zeno uses TCP as the transport layer during the 

merge procedure but continues to use Zyzzyva's UDP-based transport during normal 

operation and multicasting communication that is sent to all replicas. 

Partition. We simulate network partitions by separating the two hubs from each 

other. We vary the duration of the partitions from 1 to 5 minutes, based on the obser

vation by Chandra et al. [26] that a large fraction (> 75%) of network disconnectivity 
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7.2 Results 

We generate a workload with a varying fraction of strong and weak operations. If each 

client issued both strong and weak operations, then most clients would block soon 

after network partitions started. Instead, we simulate two kind of clients: (i) weak 

clients only issue weak requests and (ii) strong clients always issue strong requests. 

This allows us to vary the ratio of weak operations (denoted by a) in the total 

workload using only a limited number of clients in the system and long network 

partitions. We use a micro-benchmark that executes a no-op when the execute upcall 

for the client operation is invoked. 

Protocol 

Zyzzyva (single phase) 

Zeno (weak) 

Zeno (strong) 

Zyzzyva (commit opt) 

Batch=l 

62 Kops/s 

60 Kops/s 

40 Kops/s 

40 Kops/s 

Batch=10 

88 Kops/s 

86 Kops/s 

82 Kops/s 

82 Kops/s 

Table 7.1 : Peak throughput of Zeno and Zyzzyva. 
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7.2.1 Maximum throughput in the normal case 

We compare the normal case performance of Zeno with Zyzzyva. In both systems 

we used the optimization of batching requests to reduce protocol overhead. In this 

experiment, the clients and servers are connected by a 1 Gbps switch with 0.1 ms 

round trip latency. We expect the peak throughput of Zeno with weak operations to 

approximately match the peak throughput of Zyzzyva since both can be completed 

in a single phase. However, the performance of Zeno with strong operations will be 

lower than the peak throughput of Zyzzyva since Zeno requires an extra phase to 

commit a strong operation. 

Our results, presented in Table 7.1, show that Zeno and Zyzzyva's throughput 

are similar, with Zyzzyva achieving slightly higher throughput (3-6%) than Zeno's 

throughput for weak operations. The results also show that, with batching, Zeno's 

throughput for strong operations is also close to Zyzzyva's peak throughput: Zyzzyva 

has 7% higher throughput when the single phase optimization is employed. How

ever, when a single replica is faulty or slow, Zyzzyva cannot achieve the single phase 

throughput and Zeno's throughput for strong operations is identical to Zyzzyva's 

performance with a faulty replica. 

7.2.2 Partition with no concurrency 

For all the remaining experiments, we use the Modelnet setup and disable multicast 

since Modelnet does not support it. We use a client population of 4 nodes, each 
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Figure 7.1 : Two replicas are disconnected via a partition, which starts at time 90 
and continues for 60 seconds. Parameter a represents the fraction of weak operations 
in the workload. Note that the throughput of weak and strong operations in Zeno is 
presented separately for clarity. 

sending a new request of minimal payload (2 Bytes) as soon as it has completed the 

previous request. This generates a steady load of approximately 500 requests/sec on 

the system. This is similar to an example SLA discussed in Dynamo [29]; We use a 

batch size of 1 for both Zyzzyva and Zeno, since batch size of 1 is sufficient to handle 

the incoming request load. 
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In this experiment, all clients reside in the first LAN. We initiate a partition at 90 

seconds, which continues for a minute. Since there are no clients in the second LAN, 

there are no requests processed in it and hence there is no concurrency, which avoids 

the cost of merging. Replicas with id 0 (primary for view initial view 0) and 1 reside 

in the first LAN while replicas with ids 2 and 3 reside in the second LAN. We also 

present the results of Zyzzyva to compare the performance in both normal cases as 

well as under the given failure. 

Varying a. We vary the mix of weak and strong operations in the workload, and 

present the results in Figure 7.1. First, strong operations block as soon as the failure 

starts which is expected since not enough replicas are reachable from the first LAN 

to complete the strong operation. However, as soon as the partition heals, we observe 

that strong operations start to be completed. Note also that Zyzzyva also blocks as 

soon as the failure occurs and resumes as soon as it ends. 

Second, weak operations continue to be processed and completed during the par

tition. This is because Zeno requires (for / = 1) only two non-faulty replicas to com

plete the operation. The fraction of total requests completed increases as a increases, 

essentially improving the availability of such operations despite network partitions. 

Third, when replicas in the other LAN are reachable again, they need to obtain the 

missing requests from the first LAN. Since the number of weak operations performed 

in the first LAN increases as a increases, the time to update the lagging replicas in the 

other partition also goes up; this puts a temporary strain on the network, evidenced 
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Figure 7.2 : Varying partition durations with no concurrent operations. Baseline 
represents the minimal unavailability expected for strong operations, which is equal 
to the partition duration. 

by the dip in the throughput of weak operations when the partition heals. However, 

this dip is brief compared to the duration of the partition. We explore the impact of 

the duration of partitions next. 

Varying partition duration. Using the same setup, we now vary partition dura

tions between 1 and 5 minutes for a = 75%, For each partition duration, we measure 

the period of unavailability for both weak and strong operations. The unavailability 

is measured as the number of seconds for which the observed throughput, on either 

side of the partition, was less than 10% of the average throughput observed before the 

partition started. Also, the distance from the "Strong" line to the baseline (x = y) 

indicates how soon after healing the partition strong operations can be processed 

again. 

Figure 7.2 presents the results. We observe that weak operations are always 

available in this experiment. This is because all weak operations were completed in 
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the first LAN and the replicas in the first LAN are up-to-date with each other to 

process the next weak operation. Strong operations are unavailable for the entire 

duration of the partition due to unavailability of the replicas in the second LAN 

and the additional unavailability is introduced by Zeno due to the operation transfer 

mechanism. However, the additional delay is within 4% of the partition duration (12 

seconds for a 5 minute partition). Our current prototype is not yet optimized and we 

believe that the delay could be further reduced. 

Varying request size. In this experiment, we simulate a partition for 60 seconds 

but increase the payload sizes from 2 bytes to 1 KB, with an equal sized reply. The 

cumulative bandwidth of requests to be transferred from one LAN to the other is a 

function of the weak request offered load, the size of the requests, and the duration 

of the partition. With 60 seconds of partition and an offered load of 500 req/s, the 

cumulative request payload ranges from approximately 60 KB to 30 MB for 2 bytes 

and 1 KB request size, respectively. The results we obtained are very similar to those 

in Figure 7.1 and illustrate that the time to bring replicas in the second LAN up-to-

date does not increase significantly with the increase in request size. Given that we 

have 100 Mbps links connecting replicas to each other, bandwidth is not a limiting 

resource for shipping operations at these offered loads. 
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Figure 7.3 : Network partition for 60 seconds starting at time 90 seconds. Note that 
the throughput of weak and strong operations in Zeno is presented separately for 
clarity. 

7.2.3 Partition with concurrency 

In this experiment, we keep half the clients on each side of a partition. This ensures 

that both partitions observe a steady load of weak operations that will cause Zeno 

to first perform a weak view change and later merge the concurrent weak operations 

completed in each partition. Hence, this microbenchmark additionally evaluates the 

http://p--0--Q--Q-.Q--Q--0-.-g
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cost of weak view changes and the merge procedure. As before, the primary for the 

initial view resides in the first LAN. We measure the overall throughput of weak and 

strong operations completed in both partitions. Again, we compare our results to 

Zyzzyva. 

Varying a. Figure 7.3 presents the results for the throughput of different systems 

while varying the value of a. We observe three main points. 

When a = 0, Zeno does not give additional benefits since there are no weak op

erations to be completed. Also, as soon as the partition starts, strong operations are 

blocked and resume after the partition heals. As above, Zyzzyva provides greater 

throughput than Zeno, thanks to its single-phase execution of client requests. How

ever, when faced with only strong operations, Zyzzyva is as powerless as Zeno to make 

progress during partitions. 

When a = 25%, we have only one client sending weak operations in one LAN. 

Since there are no conflicts, this graph matches that of Figure 7.1. 

When a > 50%, we have at least two weak clients, at least one in each LAN. When 

a partition occurs, we observe that the throughput of weak operations first drops; this 

happens because weak clients in the second partition cannot complete operations as 

they are partitioned from the current primary. Once they perform the necessary view 

changes in the second LAN, they resume processing weak operations; this is illustrated 

by an increase in the overall throughput of weak operations completed since both 

partitions can now complete weak operations in parallel. In fact, weak operations 
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are completed faster than before the partition, due to decreased cryptographic and 

message overheads and reduced round trip delay of clients in the second partition from 

the primary in their partition. The duration of the weak operation unavailability in 

the non-primary partition is proportional to the number of view changes required. In 

our experiment, since replicas with ids 2 and 3 reside in the second LAN, two view 

changes were required (to make replica 2 the new primary). 

When the partition heals, replicas in the first view detect the existence of concur

rency and construct a POD, since replicas in the second LAN are in a higher view 

(with v = 2). At this point, they request a NEW VIEW from the primary of view 2, 

move to view 2, and then propagate their locally executed weak operations to the pri

mary of view 2. Next, replicas in the first LAN need to fetch the weak operations that 

completed in the second LAN and needs to complete them before the strong opera

tions can make progress. This results in additional delay before the strong operations 

can complete, as observed in the figure. 

Varying partition duration. Next, we simulate partitions of varying duration 

as before, for a = 75%. Again, we measure the unavailability of both strong and 

weak operations using the earlier definition: unavailability is the duration for which 

the throughput in either partition was less than 10% of average throughput before 

the failure. With a longer partition duration, the cost of the merge procedure in

creases since the weak operations from both partitions have to be transferred prior 

to completing the new client operations. 
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Figure 7.4 : Varying partition durations with concurrent operations. Baseline repre
sents the minimal unavailability expected for strong operations, which is equal to the 
partition duration. 

Figure 7.4 presents the results. We observe that weak operations experience some 

unavailability in this scenario, and the unavailability duration increases with the 

length of the partition. The unavailability for weak operations is within 9% of the 

total time of the partition. 

The unavailability of strong operations is at least the duration of the network 

partition plus the merge cost (similar to that for weak operations). The additional 

unavailability due to the merge operation is within 14% of the total time of the 

partition. 

Varying execution cost and request load. In this experiment, we vary the exe

cution cost of each operation and increase the request load, by increasing the number 

of clients, to estimate the cost of merges when the system is loaded. For example, the 

system was operating at peak cpu utilization with 20 clients and operations with 200 

/is/operation or more. Here, we set a = 100%. We present results with a partition 
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duration of 60 seconds in Figure 7.5. We observe that as the cost of executing oper

ations and the system load increases, the unavailability of weak operations also goes 

up. This is expected because the set of weak operations performed in one partition 

must be re-executed at the replicas in the other partition during the merge procedure. 

As the client load and the cost of operation execution increases, the time taken to 

re-execute the operation also increases. In particular, when the system is operating 

at 100% cpu utilization, the cost of re-executing the operations will take as much as 

time as the duration of the partition, and therefore the unavailability in these cases is 

higher than the partition duration. If, however, the system is not operating at peak 

utilization, the cost of merging is lower than the partition duration. 

Varying request size. We ran an experiment with a 5 minute partition, and vary

ing request sizes from 2 bytes to 1 KB. The results with different request sizes were 

similar to those shown in Figure 7.3 so we do not plot them. We observed that in

creasing the payload size does not significantly affect the merge duration. This is due 

to the high speed network connection between replicas. 

Summary. Our microbenchmark results show that Zeno significantly improves the 

availability of weak operations and the cost of merging is reasonable as long as the sys

tem is not overloaded. This allows Zeno to quickly start processing strong operations 

soon after partitions heal. 
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Figure 7.5 : Varying execution cost of operations with increasing request load. 60 
second partition duration. 

7.2.4 Mix of strong and weak operations 

In this experiment, we allow each client to issue a mix of strong and weak operations. 

Note that as soon as a client issues a strong operation in a partition, it will be blocked 

until the partition heals. We use a client population of 40 nodes. Each client issues 

a strong operation with probability p, weak operations with probability 0.8 — p, and 

exits from the system with a fixed probability of 0.2. We implement a fixed think time 

of 10 seconds between operations issued by each client. The think times and the exit 

probability are obtained from the SpecWeb2005 banking benchmark [24]. Next, we 

vary p to estimate the impact of failure events such as network partitions on the overall 

user experience. To give an idea of reference values for p, we looked into the types and 

frequencies of distinct operations in existing benchmarks. In an e-banking benchmark 

in which billing operations are considered as strong operations, the recommended 

frequency of such operations is p = 0.13 [24]. In the case of an e-commerce benchmark, 

if the checkout operation is considered strong while the remaining operations, such 
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as login, accessing account information and customizations, are considered as weak 

operations, then we obtain p = 0.05 [1]. Our experimental setup covers these values. 

We simulate a partition duration of 60 seconds and calculate the number of clients 

blocked and the length of time they were blocked during the partition. Figure 7.6 

presents the cumulative distribution function of clients on the y-axis and the maxi

mum duration a client was blocked on the rc-axis. This metric allows us to see how 

clients were affected by the partition. With Zyzzyva, all clients are blocked for the 

entire duration of the partition. However, with Zeno, a large fraction of clients do not 

observe any wait time because they exit from the system after doing a few weak op

erations. For example, more than 70% of clients do not observe any wait time as long 

as the probability of performing a strong operation is less than 15%. In summary, 

this result shows that Zeno significantly improves the user experience and prevents 

the failure events from being exposed to the user as long as the workload contains 

few strong operations. 

7.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we presented an experimental evaluation of Zeno, a BFT protocol 

that prioritizes availability and performance over strict consistency. Although Zeno 

provides weaker semantics than traditional BFT protocols, the eventual consistency 

that it provides is adequate for many of today's replicated services, e.g., that serve 

as back-ends for e-commerce websites. Our evaluation of an implementation of Zeno 
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Figure 7.6 : Wait time per client with varying probability p of issuing strong opera
tions. 

shows that it provides better availability than existing BFT protocols, and that over

heads are low, even during partitions and merges. 

Zeno is a first step towards liberating highly available but Byzantine fault tolerant 

systems from the expensive burden of linearizability. Our eventual consistency may 

still be too strong for many real applications. For example, the shopping cart applica

tion does not necessarily care in what order cart insertions occur, now or eventually; 

this is probably the case for all operations that are associative and commutative, as 

well as operations whose effects on system state can easily be reconciled using snap

shots (as opposed to merging or totally ordering request histories). Defining required 

consistency per operation type and allowing the replication protocol to relax its over

heads for the weaker request types could provide significant additional benefits to 

high-performance systems that tolerate Byzantine faults. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Byzantine Fault-Tolerance (BFT) is a promising technique for tolerating a wide range 

of faults since no assumptions are made about the nature of the fault. There has been 

recent work on making BFT protocols practical; nonetheless they have seen little 

deployment in general-purpose distributed systems. This thesis presents important 

contributions towards making BFT techniques attractive to practitioners. First, we 

present a simulation framework to rapidly prototype and comprehensively evaluate 

the performance of BFT protocols in a wide range of operating conditions. Second, to 

make BFT techniques attractive to e-commerce services that favor high availability, 

we present a novel BFT protocol that relaxes the consistency guarantees to provide 

high availability. 

We now present a summary of the main results of this thesis and directions for 

future work. 

8.1 Summary 

Our first contribution is BFTSim, a simulation environment that couples a declarative 

networking platform for expressing complex protocols at a high level (based on P2), 

and a detailed computation-aware network simulator (based on ns-2) that has been 
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shown to capture most of the intricacies of complex network conditions. We imple

mented three representative BFT protocols, PBFT, Q/U, and Zyzzyva/Zyzzyva5 in 

BFTSim. Using BFTSim, we have validated and reproduced published results about 

existing protocols, as well as the behavior of their actual implementations on real 

environments. 

Using BFTSim we have evaluated these three protocols in previously unexplored 

conditions, for example with high payload sizes, constrained network conditions, het

erogenous connectivity among replicas, lossy links, crash-faulty replicas, and faulty 

clients with misconfigured timers. BFTSim enables quick exploration of the design 

space by easily answering "what-if' questions. Such exploration of the design space 

has allowed us to identify new optimizations that were later validated by other re

searchers, for example reduced message size for Q/U to improve the performance. 

BFTSim makes it easier to evaluate the performance under faults. For example, we 

show that faulty retransmission timers at the clients can significantly degrade the 

performance of all three BFT protocols. Overall, the results showed that there is no 

single protocol that is superior under all conditions, suggesting that a 'one-size-fits 

all' protocol is hard to design and build. 

BFTSim simplifies prototyping of BFT protocols since a programmer focuses on 

the core algorithmic features given its high level language. Our implementation of 

each protocol was specified in less than 200 rules in BFTSim, greatly improving the 

readability of the implementation. We believe that BFTSim helps reduce the complex-
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ity of building and evaluating BFT protocols and will make existing BFT protocols 

more accessible for further research and innovation. 

The second contribution of this thesis is to identify a mis-match between the 

guarantees required by many emerging e-commerce services and the guarantees pro

vided by existing BFT protocols. Concretely, emerging e-commerce services, such 

as Amazon and Yahoo, relax the consistency guarantees to improve the availability 

of the service. Existing BFT protocols, on the other hand, strive to provide strong 

consistency guarantees and become unavailable if such consistency can not be met. 

To bridge this gap, we present Zeno, a new BFT protocol that relaxes the con

sistency guarantee to achieve high availability. Zeno's key feature is that fewer repli

cas are required to provide eventual consistency than are required to provide strong 

consistency. Zeno allows applications to specify the desired consistency for each op

eration. Our evaluation on Modelnet shows that Zeno provides higher availability 

compared to traditional BFT protocols and the cost of merging divergent histories 

is acceptable. Zeno is therefore an attractive alternative for emerging e-commerce 

applications to achieve higher reliability without sacrificing the stringent availability 

requirements. 

8.2 Future Work 

BFTSim is a powerful framework to implement and evaluate a large class of distributed 

systems. It will be an interesting exercise to specify other kinds of fault tolerant 
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protocols such as Paxos, Virtual Synchrony, or transactional 1-copy serializability in 

BFTSim, which then can be compared with the BFT protocols we have implemented. 

Such a study will reveal important design tradeoffs, performance characteristics, and 

enable us to answer interesting cost-benefit questions regarding these vastly different 

protocols designed to operate in different operating conditions. 

BFTSim considerably reduces the implementation effort required to prototype dis

tributed algorithms compared to an imperative implementation in C + + or Java. 

However, our experience suggests that the current language of BFTSim can be im

proved in several ways, to further reduce the effort of implementing distributed al

gorithms. For example, the current language can be enhanced by providing built-in 

support for common imperative operations such as iterations, by supporting names

pace scoping, and by properly defining operational semantics of rule executions. Im

proving these language features is an important next step, and our ongoing research 

on building a new declarative language in collaboration with programming languague 

researchers has shown a way to achieve some of these features [65,66]. 

The execution capabilities of BFTSim can also be further improved. For exam

ple, it is important that the implementations in BFTSim can directly execute on the 

Internet. Mechanisms to debug programs written in the declarative language must 

be provided to help the programmer quickly identify bugs and fix them. Finally, it 

will be interesting to expand the simulation capabilities of BFTSim, for example, to 

incorporate the storage cost and emerging processor architectures such as multi-cores. 
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Building these language and execution features will make BFTSim attractive to a wider 

audience of system designers and researchers. 

It is crucial to implement BFT protocols correctly. BFTSim takes a first step in 

that direction by allowing the programmer specify the protocol logic in a high-level 

declarative language. Formally verifying BFTSim implementations of BFT protocol is 

a natural next step in this direction. We are currently collaborating with researchers 

at MPI-SWS to design verification techniques for declarative programs [66]. 

Zeno is only a first step towards liberating highly available but Byzantine fault-

tolerant systems from the expensive burden of linearizability. There are many inter

esting future directions to enhance the properties of Zeno to make it applicable to a 

wide range of applications. 

Zeno currently performs operation-based conflict detection and resolution. There

fore, replicas need to remember the weak operations they completed in a partition 

until they are committed in the service history. This requires unbounded storage 

at the replicas during a network partition or other failure events that prevent com

mitment of operations. It will be interesting to design techniques that allow Zeno 

to garbage collect operations in a weak partition and perform conflict detection and 

resolution based on the application state. 

Zeno currently provides eventual consistency semantics. However, a wide range 

of weak consistency semantics are possible that are in use by real applications. It 

will be interesting to build a framework that provides a wide range of consistency 
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guarantees, such as bounded inconsistency and causal consistency, while tolerating 

Byzantine failures. One possible direction is to adapt the Tunable Availability and 

Consistency Tradeoffs [92] framework to tolerate Byzantine faults. 
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